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For William and Vera.Fallow
Chapter One:
Fallow
William died in the winter. It was November and the snow had become
hard from the forty-mile-an-hour winds that winter grinds across the prairie. The
cold freezes the breath on your teeth. It is August as I stand here, and the hot
summer winds are pushing out of Montana. The air is filled with clouds of dust
and grasshoppers that pull across the sky like reams of mesh. I have to cover my
eyes to keep out the dirt. The earth is tawny and the wheat stalks undulate softly
with the rise and fall of the horizon. This was my grandfather William's land until
eight months ago, and 1 have come back here as if it were mine. My eighteen
hundred acres haven't been sown this season, I have been away for years, and the
native Big Blue Stem and Ostrich Fern are growing back, anchoring themselves2
deep into the soil. Big Blue Stem shoots its roots ten feet into the earth to protect
itself from the fierce prairie winds that whip south out of Canada and west out of
the Badlands. Its stalk is as thick as my thumb, and seeing the fields it is easy to
understand how so many people get lost among the ten-foot heads of grass.
I can reach down and touch the very point on the earth that his hand last
clutched, grasping for blades of grass through the snow, a hundred miles from
anyone who could hear him reach slowly for the trail end of his life. He hunched
on one knee and toppled over into the hard crust of ice. In the end, this is thedeath
he asked for, his face turned up one last time to the immensity of the world around
him.
In southwestern North Dakota the wind sounds like a train whistle as it
pushes through the blades of grass and stalks of wheat and rye. It is deafening, and
it is the first thing William's father, Jacob, noticed when he came to claim his one
hundred and sixty acres. The whistling is relentless and is only broken up by the
coolness that comes with night and the millions of crickets who sing freely under
the oilcloth of starless nights. He claimed this land around the turn of the twentieth
century, fleeing southern Russia and his sons' certain conscription into the Czar's
army to fight the Bolsheviks. Rumors of the Conscription Roundups had been
traveling around Odessa for months, and, by all accounts, they left for America just
weeks before the soldiers would have come to their door. They were simplefarmers, with tanned necks and strong hands, who spoke no English. They sang old
Russian songs as they guided the plow. They were too poor for politics. They
sailed across the ocean as peasants, packed into bow like livestock, paying the fare
with a season's worth of wheat. Arriving here just under a century ago, Jacob stood
on this very plain of Buffalo Grass and crumbling soil, three young sons in tow.
They stood and listened to the late summer wind run long over the prairie.
To anyone who didn't know its history, this land would have looked as
fertile as any other. Little did they know that the difficulties they were to encounter
had been decided several epochs earlier. The portion of North Dakota they settled
lies between the drift prairie to the east and the badlands to the west. The drift
prairie is as fertile as any land on earth, having been covered by the glaciers of the
last ice age; it is rich in minerals that were left as the ice receded. The mixed
prairie Jacob settled was free of glacial scars, which are visible as near as forty
miles to the north, but what it did receive were deposits of salt, sulfur, and gravel
from the glacial run off, delivering more effectively the fate Carthage was dealt by
the Romans. Salt and gravel are cancer to soil -- absorbing and pulling away what
little moisture it does receive. In the end, it is these geological forces which have
marked this area its reputation of desolation and infertility.
Southwestern North Dakota has the fewest naturally occurring botanical
varieties of any region in the United States, but what it does have is abundant: aplain of prairie grass that rivals the sky in scope as they both reach for the horizon
without flinching. In it rivers of sunflowers run into dried-up creek beds. Here the
distance to your neighbors is measured in tens of miles, as little wooden houses dot
the terrain until they reach the towns of Bowman, Hettinger, or Regent. These
distances are immense. There are worlds here to dream across, universes of blank
space that defeat the imagination. The barrenland and the loneliness of the
landscape made the people who settled here as hard as the cracked skin on their
hands or the dry earth they pushed their fingers through. They chewed wheat heads
like chewing gum and worked the fields as soon as they could guide the plow. It is
on this land that my memories of William are sopoignant, the only ones that don't
need coaxing to come up, and in the end the only ones that seem true.
The world here seems bigger, and I wonder why I left. I was a child here,
and for a moment can still feel the wheat brush against the tips of my toes, sitting
on the wheel well of a 1962 John Deere Tractor. Ithas been this way for years:
chasing vanishing sensations that burrow their way through my memories. The
thunderheads push west out of Montana over a prairie that seems to offer little
resistance, the hot summer air churning to the rooftop of the world as it cools.
Northern plain thunderstorms are ominous and violent, colored pink, purple, white,
and black, but the natural world seems unconcerned. Gophers pick desperately at a
downed sunflower, taking the seeds into their holes to prepare for the long, coldwinter. A set of small dots appear, drifting through the hills.They are most likely
antelope, and it is my uncertainty, the mystery of the prairie,that urges me back
here. Urges him back into my mind. Into a world that rolls asfar as I will it to roll,
breaking every notion of time and distance. Tracing mysteriousdots, rolling over a
land as beautiful as crumpled paper, or skin curving around ashoulder.
William built a house on this land in 1937. Through the window youcould
hear the dogs chasing cattle around the feedlot. Wheat wasforty-seven cents a
bushel. The first years were good; they planted flax as theybrought the land out of
fallow. A bushel of flax was worth three times a bushel ofwheat, but the land
would only support it once. A field of flax looks like a headof fine auburn hair, the
stalks grow so close together, in every conceivable shadeof gold and brown. The
acreage yielded almost ten thousanddollars. So they built a house, tended a
garden, and kept a coop of chickens.
William's wife, Vera, used to walk up behind the chickens andgrab them
by the heads two at a time, giving each several spins to crack thespine. Even
though they were dead, the chickens would still run around the pen,bumping into
fences and each other until they finally dropped into the dirt. Ascomical a scene as
this always was, no one ever laughed or mentioned the slaughterafter it was done.
The chickens were killed and butchered quickly and somberly. Inthis I learned the
reverence of the slaughter, the wonderand sorrow of last acts, and that even thesimplest creatures go into death with frantic terror anddisbelief.
In the early years, William and Vera had two sons,delivering one in the
bathtub of the house he lived in until his death. Therewasn't a doctor for two
hundred miles. The boys wore homemade clothes andplayed with wood blocks for
toys. The land just wouldn't give anymore.They tended a small vegetable garden
near the rear of the house andproduced what they ate. When that was gone, Vera
would sneak into the neighbor's garden by moonlight,the glow turning her pale
skin to alabaster. The walk was almost two miles overthe darkened prairie. They
canned vegetables and were hungry through thewinter. 'The world was far away.
Sowing and harvesting divided the years, and the windblew hard through the
winters of waiting, and they read books to each other bythe fireplace. The nights
were wrapped in stillness.
After William died, I returned to this house to help puthis affairs in order
and prepare the body for burial. The house was warmand smelled of chocolate and
ripe bananas, the way it always does, or did. I am onthe fence between past and
present tense. The house seemed strangelylived in; the mouth of his still-packed
suitcase wide open. We went through his clothes andpicked out his suit, socks and
underwear. It is hard to think clearly about what kind ofunderwear you put on a
dead man. Such a strange way to go into death, having someoneelse pick out your
socks and underwear.When we went to the funeral home I swore I wouldn't look at thebody. I
would just hand over the undergarments and walk back outside.But the thought of
him lying in the next room was hypnotizing, and I pushedthrough the doors. A
dead body never looks like a real body; it is a wax replica withcolorfully painted
cheeks and a layer of foundation over the skin. It looks bothsynthetic and
clownish. I really had to search to find the dignity in it. He wasjust lying there
with his hair neatly combed and a blanket pulled over mostof his body. I didn't
want to look at him, but I also didn't want to stoplooking at him. For however
poor a replica it was of the man, Iknew it would be the last time I would ever see
him.
The average temperature in western North Dakota is below freezingfrom
November to March. The cool breath that stretches six months leaves ushere as
monks, as cowboys, as flutters in the fields of barren wheat.The leaves and grass
have turned brown and are asleep. Most who have spent theirlives here seem
oblivious to the cold. Old men wander through snowdrifts into barsfull of old
Germans and Norwegians drinking coffee from bowls andtelling stories about
how big the land used to be and how cold the wind was betweenthe was between
the weathered boards that made up the walls of their houses. Howloud their
stomachs growled at night and how you could travel a hundredmiles in any
direction without bumping into anything. How in the old days it wasall done byhand and how the machines took all the character outof farming. How the Milky
Way stretched across the sky like a bent finger. Theytalk about their children and
grandchildren, thousands of miles away by the ocean or incities, and about how
this, a wave around in a circle, would all be gonesomeday. They pull the now
warm beer up to their mouths andthe hard lines around their eyes tighten. Then
they adjust their hats and watch the snow fall throughthe window and ask if you
likeBonanza.
The bar is almost empty except for two old men huddledin the corner of
the small room, watching TV and cussing about otherold men not present. There
is only one person working the bar, an old woman halfasleep in a recliner wedged
between the bar and wall, where two old shotguns hang in anX, both old and
worn. Deer and antelope headsline the walls, mounted on wood plaques with signs
to tell who shot them and when. The old menignore me, and I take a seat at the
bar.
William bought this bar in 1950; he hadn't had a profitable harvestin
several seasons. Wheat was just $1.90 a bushel. He rented outhis house and
moved his family into a small apartment in the back of the bar.During the day he
worked eighty acres of wheat, and at night he wouldwork the bar. Most of his
patrons were small farmers and ranchers whowould come into town every couple
of weeks to drink. The bar was always filled with characters:Old Lady Vinjie,9
Rascal Pete, and Bottle Jack - who looked like Hitler. All werelegendary drunks,
taking every occasion to pass out in the outhouse or alley.One of the most
legendary among them was Haacken Hagge.
Haacken Hagge was a violist who played for the Kingof Denmark. Around
the turn of the century he moved to Minnesota duringthe Danish migration, and by
the outbreak of World War One he had made his way toNorth Dakota. Haacken
never married, and he lived alone onthe slope of land that reaches down to the
Little Missouri River. His home was a one-room shack, weatherbeaten and
stripped of paint, on the banks of the river, where he slept on thefloor next to a
wood-burning stove. Once a month he would bring a load of wheatinto town,
write William a check, and drink until he passed out or was cutoff. This one night
a month was his only contactwith other people, and stories of Haacken Hagge are
still legendary. A picture of him with a paper bag on his head,passed out next to
the outhouse wearing only underwear, still hangs over thebar.
I-laacken Hagge died in 1978 of cirrhosis of the liver,impoverished and
alone. The violin that once sang for royalty is now battered,weathered, and its
strings sag as it sits in a leather wrap in the bottom of one of my closets.Knowing
there was no one left to take care of Haacken's body, Williambought him a suit
and buried him in a plot that sits ten feet from his own.
Now I lie nestled in a bed of grasses staring at an old photographmatted byEIi
the sky. It is of my grandfather when he was my age,standing on this same slope
with his sleeves rolled up and holding his son onwobbling legs between his
fingers. As I catch his gaze, his eyes leveling the sameplane, my hand begins to
tremble through his dying heartbeat. It stops.
It took me half a day to find this place,wandering with his picture,
comparing the grades of hills and the arrangement of trees.For some reason it
means something to stand onthe exact spot he did, both at the same point in our
lives, gazing over our futures like these endlessprairies. Looking at a picture of
someone you know is dead isboth joyful and somber. It reaffirms both lifeand
death, and you can't imagine them alive again. Inthe picture there is only a dead
man and a little boy. I try topush the thought of death out of me, but the old man
goes with it. My memoryof him fades more every day.
I can't forget the suitcase still packed on hisbed - and how fast it came,
like taking a nap, dreaming into a bit of the infinite.There was no deathbed or
sickness. There was no pageantry. only the solitudeof a lonely death.
William would never retire; he said hard work was goodfor the soul, so he
farmed a couple hundred acres well into his eighties.During the winter, he would
drive around the perimeter of his land every morning,sipping coffee out of a metal
camping cup. I could never understand why he would dothis, or why he would
bring me along, just after sunrise, still wearing mypajamas. Usually he would give11
me a candy bar forgoing along, old and hard, filled with theswirls chocolate gets
to tell you not to eat it anymore.But I ate it anyway. He would sip hiscoffee and I
would eat my candy as we drove downroads that were no more than tire tracks,
looking at half stalks of wheat barely tallenough to poke through the snow. We
would follow the fence all the way around, nevertaking the truck out of first gear,
and sometimes, he would hold me up andlet me drive.
William had a fanatic fear of dying in a hospital.Ten years ago he had
open-heart surgery and instructed the surgeon thatif it appeared he was going to
die, he wanted to be wheeled outside. Thethought of dying in a strange bed in a
strange room was more than he couldtake. Two days before he died he called his
son Keith. He said he didn't wantto die alone, having seen so manyother old men
die without anyone there to help them godown. Thought he might go on vacation
somewhere warm. He said he missed Keith,something he had never said before. It
was a strange thing forhim to say, this hard old Russian who stillsigned cards to
his children "William Lutz," but everyonejust thought the winter was getting to
him, being cooped alone in a rickety old house.Two days later when the news of
his death came, it spread through the house assilence.
At his wake people stand around drinkingcoffee and talking grain prices. I
step out the front door and the heat ispulled back into the house. The night is cold
and dark. I think about his face, his coldlips and eyes staring forever into darkness.12
I am stepping into darkness with him. I cannot savehim. I feel tired and sick. I
stop walking. I start to sob. Thechemicals in my brain readjust and all I hear is the
hum of the wind. I start walking againthrough waist deep snow to the boarded up
school where the tips of wheat grass pokethrough the snow and lay their heads on
the brick of the schoolhouse.
I sit in the swing he used to push mein. I would yell "Higher! Higher!" and
he would say, "I can't push any higher, youdamn kid!" That's what he called me
"You damn kid." It used to make me giggle.There is a now a yawning void in the
air. I feel tired, sick too. I stare into the darknessand try to breathe it in, try to take
the whole thing into me, but it is only one longbreath of sobs and steam.
With a four-month growing season most ofwhat is grown is small grains.
Wheat and rye are the most abundant. Winterwheat, despite its name, can't
survive the winter, so spring wheat is grownexclusively. It can be planted in
spring and pulled in the late summer. It growsfast and hard. The soil is like dust,
getting only twelve inches of rain per year. Outof these eighteen hundred acres,
William farmed a little over three hundred. Mostof the remaining has been in the
Soil Bank (a soil conservation program, whichis now called the CRP) for the past
four decades. The remainder is consideredsuitable only for grazing sheep. My eyes
see the same thing Jacob's sawin the beginning. Growing Rabbit Brush,Grape13
and Ostrich Fern, strands of Virgin's Bower that wind like clouds as they havefor
thousands of years. His steps here were shadows, carrying him on fingertips,and
the rain will fall across my face, as it will his, addressing us forever asneither the
living nor the dead, but as a pair of shadows, dancing in the rain.
On a cold November morning, William began that fateful walk. Whenthe
snowfall and wind create a veil of snow, a breath of smoke, a mother'svoice
calling us home. Refusing company, companionship, or aid, he walked acrossthe
bridges of land that stretch between hills and creek beds like walkways. Heleft a
single track of footprints, meandering between the deeper drifts, the pocketsof
snow that conceal the rise and fall of theland beneath and reveal only a flat plane
that hides this abyss of snow. His path would have crossed this very point -- had I
been here in time he would have staggered over my footsteps. I-lad I listened more
carefully. As he passed the crest of the hill, his image becomes blurred, becomes
swept away in the flurries of snow that the taut prairie windpicks up off the
ground. I can see him now, barely visible through the haze of snow and time,
bracing his knee with a locked elbow and a stiff hand. I can hear him wheezeand
see the steam of breath as it lingers in theair and drifts away. See him as a shadow,
cradling his face in my arms, as his life burnt away.
Standing here in a civilization of grasses, I wonder if leaving was worth it.
If it was worth what I have given up. To lie down that final time, on a land on14
which you have drawn a family, built a house, and grownold. A land that your
brown, wrinkled skin and broken hands only seem toextend, and then at that
moment, finally succumbing, a hundredmiles from anyone, feeling as if you were
in someone's arms.Chapter Two:
A Story of Grass
Prairie grass lies down in the wind. The more the wind pushes,the lower
the grass goes, holding firm into the earth with a mazeof roots and a flexible shaft
that allows it to lean. The grass bends by degrees,segmented by hard bands called
nodes that run up the shaft in a series of thick green rings.Bending at the ring, the
shaft is able to contort in the whipping wind that often blowsfrom several
directions at once. Over thousands of years, it has learned to stand uponly when it
can, and lie down when the windpushes too hard. Its survival is maintained by
knowing the limits of its own strength, and going deep intocold soil as the topsoil
freezes. The lithe shaft allows the grass to bend flat to the groundwhen the first
hard freeze coats the stem, and the head droops flat to the ground.In the winter,
the green grass becomes white.
Winter is a time of death on the prairie. The clamor of crickets and16
grasshoppers is replaced with a heavy silence as the old world iscovered with
snow and ice. Shadows do notlinger long after September, there is little to create
them. The sun falls out from behind thick gray clouds only hours perweek; the
warmth and light are felt by very few living creatures except antelopeand deer that
root their snouts into the snow looking for thesleeping grass. The blades of grass
are drained of color and the crownshave sunk into the ground. The stalks appear
through the breaks in the snow lying so flat, and packed so tightlytogether, it looks
like wicker. The warmth of the earth retreats to deep inside the earthwhere the
wind and cold cannot wisp it away. The geese that filled the late fallsky in
wavering V formations have slipped south over the horizon. Everythinghas left, or
died. The only sound is the winter wind. Its voice is a eulogy.
We received the call that William had died only 24 hoursbefore, and
already the cities and streetlights, the hills and intermittent traffic ofSouth Dakota
had fallen away behind us. The slim outlines of the moon off thehills had given
way to an oppressive darkness thatfilled the interior of the car like water. Winter
wouldn't officially begin for another month, but the air that rushed pastthe
window was thirty below zero. As my father would repeatedly say, it was "as a
well digger's ass." The backseat was piled with blankets andgloves, hats and
down jackets in case of an emergency. The distance between gasstations or grain17
co-ops is often hundredsof miles. People die every year on these isolatedhighways
when their cars break down; found huddleddead and frozen in their back seats. My
father, Keith, watched the gas gauge as ifit were a lifeline, his silhouette outlined
by the green glow of the dashboard lights.His face looked stem, but his eyes were
gentle, the kind of depth only quiet men havebehind their eyes. They always
looked a little wet, as if he had been crying, buthe hadn't. Quiet men like him
don't often cry, and there are only rumors thathe ever has, years ago, when he
wasn't so quiet. He raised his hand a little tocheck the gas gauge, and the lines
under his eyes became more visible. He wasgetting older. He was beginning to
look more and more like William every day.
When I was younger I thought these highwaysstretched on forever,
outdone only by the tedium and boredom I feltsitting limp in the backseat,
counting the telephone poles as they strobed pastthe window. But that night, I
knew the highway would end, and we'd turndown a little dirt road, the car
swaying as it shifted onto the frozen rock. Wewould pull up at a house familiar
even in the dark, the porchlight left on, creating a halo of light that wouldstrictly
define the beginning and end of the darkness. Wewould sit in the car and look at
each other silently, then settle our eyes on thefront door, the wooden steps, the
cracked green paint, and wish we were still onthe road. We would long for the
hum of wheels against the pavement, the feelingof the heat coming out of the18
vents and cold pushing through thewindow. We would hope that if we kept going
it would have never happened, and we could keepdriving until it went away.
By the time we had hit the ghost towns of southernNorth Dakota we had
been sitting in silence for almost three hours. The radio was onjust loud enough to
hear, and if I concentrated I could hear Patsy Clinesinging, but her voice hummed
so softly, I knew it simply becauseit was the only thing my father ever listened to.
The lights fanned out on familiar grain silos as they satin the frosty night like giant
metal rockets I pressed my head back deep into theheadrest, closed my eyes and
sighed. The car made a turn, and the sound of gravelunder tires drowned out the
radio. I could see the familiar road even with my eyesclosed.
The first settlers into southwestern North Dakotaoften expressed a sickness
for home, scrawled in charcoal and smeared ink intodiaries and letters to loved
ones. The isolation and harshweather pushed them back into memories of a life
more certain and secure. Most came tothe prairie without their families or friends,
and the prairie surrounded them like an ocean that wasboth difficult and perilous
to traverse. Isolation set in, wind moaningthrough cracks in their walls, and they
would be as sick for home as the human heart couldstand, without withering and
breaking like the leaves in August. Sometimes it did.
For me, the sickness had always been just the opposite.The isolation19
began in the last stalks of prairie grass as my feet stretched outtentatively for
cement. My longing was constantly and unchangeablyfocused on the mixed
prairie that stretches across the southwest portion of NorthDakota. I had left years
before, and my visits had become more infrequent.Family and friends were
huddling together through the long winters, getting older,and dying quietly. I
could hardly hear them go anymore. They would just slip awayin the early
afternoon rushes of wind. They were dust. My past was dirtraggedly fighting up
around wheat stalks. I had abandoned the most important partof my life. The most
nagging memories. The long rolling thoughts of clouds and grass.I had hoped
going back there would change that, bat at that point, thesensation had only
become more poignant.
That night in the car, I knew I had given up my right to rememberhim. But
as we pulled to a stop and I opened my eyesto the grass stems poking through the
ice covered snow, I lost my concentration. The cold windwhistled through the
weather stripping of the car door, it was so cold when it hit myface it felt hot. I
took a deep breath of frost coated air, let it fill up the empty spaces.Through the
lingering reverberation of death, I felt -- home.
My Uncle Jerry's car was parked at an angle in front ofthe house, as if it
had been lodged there in a rush. The house was lit up, light bulbsglowed from
every room, eerie yellow light camethrough old drapes making them look like oldwaxed paper. Jerry was sitting in thekitchen with his wife Kathy, smoking
cigarettes and drinking out of a half-emptywhiskey bottle. His face always looked
sullen, even when he smiled because onlyhis mouth moved. His eyes were always
settled in a look of calm understanding, asif nothing could surprise him. As if
nothing could jar his forehead and checksinto even the slightest display of
animation. He and Kathy looked up at usthrough a cloud of thick smoke, the smell
of stale coffee lingering in the air, and henodded his head, as if he knew what we
were thinking. What we weregoing to say. What terrible sensation hadgripped our
stomachs and our shoulders. He nodded atthe half-glazed look in our eyes, and as
we sat down, he slidthe bottle of whiskey across the table,exhaled a stream
through his nostrils and said; " Goddamndoctors said he would have ten years
after the bypass. He only made eight."
The kitchen was dim. Jerry's and Kathy'sfaces looked older then I
remembered, the wrinkles across their facesaccentuated as they leaned into the
creamy yellow lights.The counters were littered with cannedvegetables and
cooking utensils stained with the deep brownlines of old grease. The white vinyl
shade of the window behind the sink was open,and I saw my reflection in the dark
pane of glass. My ownface also looked older, the reflection seemed tofloat in the
black outside the window. There was ahalf-full coffee cup in thesink,a line of
smudged black boot prints pressed into theolive green linoleum floor. On thestove was a frying pan filled with bacon fat, which was William's wayof preparing
eggs. I reached over and touched the coldmetal rim, smooth under my fingers.
The first signs of a heart attack are shortness of breath and numbness in the
arm. A build up of fluid behind the heart stops itfrom pumping blood effectively.
In most heart attacks, this deprives the heart of blood, and the muscle cellsdie
quickly. William's heart attack, however, literally tore his heart apart.
He had been dead only a little over twenty-four hours, his body just gone
cold in the funeral parlor, and I wanted -- I needed, to imagine I was going down
with him. In my memory at least, he wouldn't have to do it alone, and I could
follow the footprints his death left in my mind, wandering and lurching to a place
of which I was then not aware. Everyone dies, yes, it has been said before, hut I
wanted to see William there so clearly, be there with him so desperately, that when
my heart falters and fails, I want to feel as if itis the second time.
Walking across the snow-covered field, we feel the pain in our chest for at
least ten minutes before the muscles are to rupture, but we don't know it yet. Our
chest feels tight. The pain that shoots up our neck, through our jaw, and into each
arm feels like an electric shock, then hot andsharp as if we were being pricked by
thousands of needles. It is getting hard to concentrate. We keep walking, but it
feels like we are drowning. breathing has become so labored. We are drowning, as22
pools of blood begin to accumulate in our lungs. We feel nauseated,and our skin is
soaked in a fine layer of sweat that freezes on contact with the air. Ourfeet and
legs give out first; they start to tremble under our weight, but wekeep walking. We
try to tell ourselves it is only the labor of trudging throughthe snow, but know that
isn't true. We are dying. We can't believe it, but this time it is actuallyhappening.
Our muscles are quaking, the pain is almost unbearable, and we want to crybut
can't hold a thought long enough to do anything.
Our footprints are getting closer together as our gait tightens. Wefall over -
- themuscles give out. Now we are almost unbearably tired, as the blood is no
longer carrying the lactic acid building up in our muscles away. Ourbody is
locking up in a pain and tension that has left us helpless. We are lying down,
fatigued and trembling. Our face is pushed into the snow, but we are losing
sensations of our skin as blood is being rerouted and constricted. Thecold in our
cheeks slowly fades away as they begin to numb. It feels like after thedentist fills a
cavity, the skin feels like is isn't ours anymore, someone else's clothesdraped over
our bones. We are sick and dizzy,and as the pressure behind our heart becomes
too great, it suddenly surges, a last hint of warmthcaught by the tips of dying
nerves, which causes the arteries toconstrict, and the muscles in our heart to rip
themselves apart. Our blood pressure drops to nothing, our heart is all but gone.
Without blood, our brain loses oxygen. For a moment we feel thesearing pain in23
our chest. Then nothing.
I opened the kitchen door. The snow outside was covered with tiny
footprints from the barn cats that would come to the back door for kitchen scraps.
The cold air was a relief from the smoke-filled room and the stoic faces that
seemed to be an inherited characteristic of Lutz men. The tone of their voices was
more deliberate and calm than usual.
In the dark night my exhaled breath became a white cloud even before it
left my mouth. In the cold, words freeze before they can be said. I could hear the
cats skittering about in the darkness waiting to be fed. I didn't have any kitchen
scraps so I pulled a handful of mints out of my pocket and rattled them aroundin
my hand. The cats were hesitant, but slowly began to move into the porchlight,
faces pressed to the snow, smelling their way to the door. Most of the cats were
missing at least the tip of one of their ears. Some had lost both ears and portions of
their tail to the cold. The tips of their ears fell off clean, leaving trapezoids of
cartilage that resembled South American pyramids. The cats looked ornery and
tough, and I began to get nervous: all I had to offer them was a handful of
Spearmint mints.
A black cat with a white neck and thick paws stepped into the light. I
crouched down and snapped my fingers. He looked just like the cat I had when I24
was a child. He was an old fighting torn, missing the tips of his ears and most of
his tail, who would disappear for months at a time until late one night he would
scratch at the kitchen door and my father would wake up and let him in. He was a
gracious cat, and would litter the front porch with the dead bodies of birds and
mice which my mother would pick up with the tips of her fingers, her arm fully
extended, holding the carcasses as far away from her body as she could reach. My
father claimed he fathered thousands of kittens. He liked to brag our neighbors of
the cat's virility. The neighborhood was almost over-run with black and white
kittens. At night my mother and I would bundle up, wrap ourselves in a thick old
quilt, and sit on the porch and look at the stars. The old cat would crawl up under
the blanket and burrow into my jacket, where he would purr and knead my
stomach until he fell asleep.
The black and white cat disappeared from the light, as if pulled back up
into memory. I looked back to the pack of hungry cats beginning to circle around
me. Their eyes were hungry, and I thought I saw a couple of the bigger ones licking
their lips. They were moving towards me slowly, but aggressively. They pushed
their noses up to the wind, they smelled fresh meat. I dug deep into my other
pocket and found a half eaten candy bar, which I broke into pieces and scattered
over the snow. The cats fanned out to retrieve the bit of chocolate and nougat.
Having momentarily distracted them, I slid silently back into the house.25
The warmth of the house fell on top of me like warm body as I opened the
door. Around the table they were divvying up names of people to call, deciding
who would identify the body and get the death certificate, and who would find his
will and call the lawyer. Smoke was thick under the cone of light that hung over
the table, and with their three bodies leaning over table they looked like Mafiosos
playing poker in some seedy back room. They all glanced up at me at once, and
handed me a half-sheet of paper with a list of tasks on it. There were things to be
done. The house needed to be prepared for the wake.
I was assigned the job of sorting through the closets. I did not want to go
through the closets. I actually wanted to do anything but go through the closets. I
would have preferred calling people and telling them William had died, even
though the idea of it was only slightly less unnerving. I didn't want to get waist
deep in his things or find pictures to display at the funeral. I wanted to pretend it
wasn't happening. They wanted me to create a biography of his life in pictures and
objects. If I did, they would see how wrong I had it, and would realize how little I
knew of his life. More importantly, I would have to admit to myself how little I
knew of the man I then grieved for. A grief that felt almost unbearably tender and
immediate. I would have to admit I was grieving more for myself than for him. I
quietly left the kitchen and went into the living room to turn on the television.
For some inexplicable reason the only channel my grandfather's television26
got played Sanford and Son twenty-four hours a day. Luckily, William's favorite
show was Sanford and Son. The old TV tube hissed, and with one final pop the
picture was there. The episode was half over, but within seconds I knew it had
something to do with Lamont trying to turn the junkyard into a money making
machine.Fred yelled, "I'm cumin' Elizabeth, I'm cumin'," and the laugh track
kicked in. I instinctively turned to watch William laugh, a laugh that suffused his
whole face as he smiled and cussed under his breath. My three task masters fell
silent in the other room, and we all quietly listened to the laugh track fill the house
and the tinny speaker shake through the dialogue. I looked through the doorway to
the kitchen and saw their three gazes immediately turn long, as if they were
studying a piece of abstract art. It seemed we all looked at our hands at the same
time, and let the simulated laughter have free run of the small rooms.
That night no one was willing to sleep in William's room, the impression
of his body still pressed into the old mattress. His suitcase still sat open on the bed,
half-packed with the clothing he was going to take on his vacation to Arizona.
Instead the two of us slept in the twin bed my father had slept in as a child. The
bed was set back against the wall, and creaked as my father let his weight fall back
onto the frame. His hands were on his knees, and he sat there in a t-shirt and his
underwear with a bewildered look on his face. A draft of cold air pushed in
through the window over the bed and I pulled the comfortor up to my chin, the27
same as I had done as a child.. The mattress sagged in the middle forming a
relaxed letter 'U', and my body sank into its old filling until half my shoulders
were buried in the lumpy fill. Sixty years in that old house couldn't have left the
feathers or foam in very condition. Images of mold and bacteria rushed through my
head. I thought of mold covered foam, bacteria ridden down, releasing millions of
tiny organisms into the air every time one of us shifted. I took a deep breath and
relaxed. The overhead light clicked off, and the room fell dark, save the thin
streams of moonlight that came through the empty spaces left by the loose drape of
the curtains.
The wind whistled through the old wood frame windows and rattled them
in short bursts accompanied by a crescendo in the whining. The moon eventually
set, and the room was left so dark that even after my eyes adjusted I could barely
make out the silhouette of my father's face staring at the ceiling, the slope of his
nose moving back and forth with each breath.
When two grown men sleep in a twin bed there is a certain amount of
overlap. My father had never been one for hugging. His embraces were always a
mechanical; hold, pat-pat-pat, release motion, but that night he didn't say a word as
our shoulders and hips pushed together. His body was warm. We both lay in the
small, drooping bed, flat on our backs, shoulder to shoulder, taking deep breaths
and exhaling loudly, trying to break up the cantor song of the wind that shifted28
tones and octaves, at times seeming like a voice, the way things can when you have
listened too hard and too long. It was one of the saddest sounds I had ever heard in
my life. We lay there, two grown men in a child's bed, both wanting to cry, but
neither having the courage to make a sound.
The thought of William being gone made me think of the place he lived
going with him. The fields would not stay snowed-in forever, the grass would
again begin to move in the spring air. I tried to think of this life coming back, but
in that house so filled with death, the only life I could imagine was coupled with
the reflection of death.
That house, where I tried to cry myself to sleep, sat in the middle of a
prairie that could never come back. It was gone forever, most of the native plants
having long been destroyed. Prairie once covered over forty percent of North
America. Now less than one percent remains. The grass that has grown back on
William's land is almost an island of prairie, and farmland is visible in every
direction. The last stand of the prairie is taking place in nature conserves and
specks of land like William's, where the grasses are mixed and wild. The bobbing
grass heads sound like small drumsticks tapping even smaller drums as the stalks
bend down and touch one another in the breeze. In the spring when the soil warms,
the earthworms feed on the grass that is long dead and buried. The red winged29
blackbird hops amongst the patches of grass eating the earthworms. The grass and
flowers are nibbled by deer mice that poke their heads from their burrows and are
caught in the talons of the circling hawks. The birds' immense nests are raided by
the prairie rattlers, whose distended lower jaw allows them to eat the eggs whole.
The sun continues to rise and warm the air.
Country mornings come with the sun, so early my eyes were still swollen
while I wandered into the hallway. I was not used to being up at dawn, my muscles
ached and my brain refused to fully wake. The warm smell of coffee filled the
house as the percolator hissed and gurgled like a water pump. The kitchen was
crowed with four people rummaging through the cupboards, only to find there is
nothing edible in the house that wasn't fifty years old and canned. William was
notorious for saving food, and his cabinets were like an encyclopedia of boxed and
canned foods of the last century. Most of the manufacturers had gone out of
business years ago. I picked up the cans and looked and the strange and wonderful
labels covered with flamboyant cartoon characters and colored artist's renditions of
food the can contained next to happy and satisfied faces. Most of the labels had
faded and the thick lines of adhesive could be seen through the whisper-thin paper.
William had kept this food almost as long as my father had been alive. For fifty
years he had opened the cupboards, seen the same can of stewed yams, and refused30
to throw any of it away. He would have seen that same can some ten thousand
times and decided that he might still eat it. It was something that I couldn't wrap
my brain around, even if! tried to imagine growing up starved and skinny.
William was determined to not go hungry ever again, and his food supplies would
have seemed like an uncontrolled neuroticism to someone who didn't know him.
Jerry was sitting at the table eating a can of peaches with a yellowed,
peeling label. He stood up and limped to the sink on his prosthetic leg. He had lost
the limb under a coal car while loading trains at the mine. He was twenty-two
when the wheels cut it clean off, just below the knee. The flesh-colored plastic,
which I had only seen once as it snuck out from under his pant leg, was a powdery,
monochromatic peach, the color of a department store mannequin. I had always
thought it made him walk like a pirate. When I was younger, I had a hard time
even looking at the hard plastic appendage, and would squeal in terror as he forced
my hand to touch it.
Jerry and William had been extremely close, and the loss was making his
cheeks even looser, the skin seemed to be melting away from his bones, draped
and pleated with the thick lines of hard earned wrinkles. He lit another cigarette
and cradled his coffee cup as he exhaled the first stream of smoke through his
nose. He had cancer in his throat and stomach, but wouldn't know it for two
weeks. It was inside him, though, festering and growing. His hand trembled31
violently as he raised the coffee cup to his lips, the way William's had, and the
way my father's did. It is a trait I had not yet acquired.
Although his face had always seemed ripped with sorrow, Jerry had soft
eyes that poked out from behind a constantly crooked pair of bifocals. He moved
his lips even when he was listening to someone talk, in and out, like a grazing
llama. I sat at the table watching his lips and his loose cheeks, and every once in a
while he caught my gaze and I looked away embarrassed, only to stare at him again
as soon as his attention was diverted. He laid his hands open on the table, the tips
of his fingers cut and bruised. They were thick hands, and even though the same
size as my own, looked enormous, as they had when I was younger and had
watched them guide the combine through carefully lined fields of wheat. I had
watched them tenderly remove the mechanical milking mechanism from the udders
of a cow on his dairy farm, then with one quick motion and uncanny aim shoot a
stream of warm milk thirty feet across the milking barn. The stream would strike
me in the center of the face every time. That night spread out on the table they
looked older, arthritic, as tough as William's had. I slid my hands close to his, and
the smooth skin on my fingers seemed like pavement compared to the gritty dirt of
his. I slid them off the table and pushed them deep into my pockets.
I went into William's room to begin to get his things in order, it was the
first item on the list ofjobs I had been assigned, and as I walked into the room still32
filled with his scattered piles of clothes and papers, it seemed as if he were still
there and could leap out of the closet or come in from the living room at any
moment. On the drive up I had imagined the whole thing differently. I had not
expected to find so much of him here. I had always thought that when someone
died, their effects were just naturally in order, taking with them the small pieces
and scraps of their lives. As I was beginning to realize, this was not the case. The
dead leave pieces of themselves scattered and buried, things that don't become
unearthed until long after they are gone.
Eventually Jeny, Kathy, and my father trickled into William's room and we
picked out clothes for him. Being the youngest, I was sent crawling into the depths
of the dark closet. Pushing through the clothes brought up the smell of William:
Old Spice and hotel soap. It was thick in my nostrils as I pulled through the navy
and black wool of the suits which were older than I was. The fabric was rough, and
the feeling of the smooth ties in the back of the narrow closet was a relief. The
smell was so pungent it made me dizzy.
There was some disagreement over what he would have liked to wear.
Whether or not he should wear shoes or a handkerchief in his pocket, if he would
have liked to wear an undershirt or tiepin. I didn't think it mattered. He was dead.
He was unconcerned with what was against his skin or if his tie was pinned to keep
it from moving as he was lowered into the ground. The three of them stood around33
the bed, talking about if his socks should match his pantsor his tie, when I crawled
out the closet with his favorite navy suit. They looked at the suit hanging languidly
from the white plastic hanger, and stopped talking. They seemedto be realizing
that his socks didn't matter. We were burying their father, and thenavy suit hung
there -- bodiless --an indictment of their denial. They left theroom quietly, and a
few minutes later I heard the truck warmingup in the garage.
Jeny, Kathy, and my father had begun their forty-mile drive to Hettingerto
identify the body and make arrangements with the funeral parlor. The housewas
quiet again, except for the shifting of old boards and concrete blockson top of the
foundation. The sound of the wind and the creaking and moaning of the housewas
white noise as I began to work. I was left alone in the house to dig through the
deep storage closets in search of pictures and other memorabilia that would be
displayed at the wake and funeral. The sun was out, and the glare of thesnow was
blinding. Passing a window was like looking intoa spot light and my pupils
shriveled into ball bearings.
Going into the closets and pulling apart the masses of tightly packed
artifacts was like conducting an archeological dig. The closets hadno lights, and
the objects were just black outlines in the low light cast by the hallway fixture.
Each item had to be removed completely from the closet and heldup to the
hallway light to be examined. I reached in carefully, trying not to disturb the34
teetering stacks. I tried to make my hands move confidently and delicately; holding
each article with two hands, even if the itemwas so small my hands were touching
one another. I was not going to break anything important. Everything was
irreplaceable; he had touched and owned every item. Fora moment each had
occupied a place in his mind, tendered his handeven as each was cast into the
oblivion of the closet. He would never touch orown anything again. This fact did
not make the dig easier; rather it made my hands tremble andmove in awkward
thrusts in and out of piles of coats and bowling ball bags. I didn'teven know
William bowled, but there I was, standing in front ofa pile of a dozen dusty
bowling bags. As I picked up the first bag, whose weight pulledmy hands down,
crushing them against the floor, I realized theywere all full of bowling balls.
Very few people look into their closets and wonder who is goingto go
through them when they die. I am sure it never crossed William's mind that his
grandson would be waist deep in seventies style sweaters and boxes ofunsent bulk
Christmas cards, crammed into boxes, the corners of the yellowingpapers pushing
through the corners of the box lid. I recognized them immediately. Remembered
pulling one out of the crumpled envelopeevery Christmas. Its thin paper and candy
cane motif almost certainly tearing as the envelope was opened.
I pulled through piles of my old toys. They were covered in dust and the
orange and yellow plastics were scarred with white lines from having to hold up35
the weight of the boxes. They had not been placed withany concern for their well-
being. I also found twelve boxes containing the gloves I hadsent him every year
for Christmas, each pair still wrapped in the ornate departmentstore tissue paper. I
had the idea that William loved gloves because he seemedso pleased as he opened
each box and saw the swaths of black leather. But then again, I didn't knowwhat
William excited would have looked like,or how he would have looked
disappointed. I only knew two looks: the straight face and the crooked smile.I
thought he liked gloves, because I told myself he liked gloves-- and it was cold
outside. Seeing the stack of identical boxes almosta foot and a half high, I
wondered if I'd had known what he wanted at all.
As I worked I still had the open, half-packed suitcase inmy thoughts. I
could not get rid of the image. No matter how fast I worked,or how much my back
ached, I couldn't get rid of the suitcase. The air inside the closetwas dense, and I
stepped out to wipe the sweat from my face. I peered around thecorner into his
room and there it sat, still open, socks still neatly arranged in rows.
Deep inside the closet was a time before 1 was born. Therewere loose
pictures scattered around the floor. I dug back to the time when he still had hairon
the top of his head, dark brown and fineas corn silk, with the same crooked smile
that made you feel as if he had gotten somethingover on you. There were green
plastic hats with pictures of naked women glued allover that they all used to wear36
at the bar for St. Patrick's day that I recognized from the old pictures that had been
tucked away in his dresser. There were pictures of him drunk and carousing. A
picture of my father and an unidentified puppy. I put this picture in my pocket,
leaned forward, and tried to squeeze my body between two busted-upvacuum
cleaners and an unused ironing board.
In the back there were pictures of my grandmother, Vera, of his brothers
and sisters, and of the farm when rickety wood fences surrounded it. The
photographs were folded and bent, crammed into a cardboard box whose lidno
longer fit snug against the lip. I used a flashlight, not wanting to try to maneuver
the remaining boxes through the mess of discardedjunkand back into the hallway.
Clouds of light brown dust, soil and dead skin, floated in the triangular beam of the
flashlight. I pulled the collar of my t-shirt --soaked through and languidly hanging
off my shoulder-- over my mouth and nose to keep the clouds of dust from choking
me.
The dark recesses of the closet were filled with remnants of a life I had
never known he lived, but as I thought about it, I realized there wasn't much I
actually knew about the man. I knew I loved him, hut that could have been because
I was related to him. Would I have loved him if I wasn't? Would he have loved
me? Chances are we would have had very little to say to one another. But if I
didn't know him, who did? My mother still called him Mr. Lutz, and she had been37
his daughter-in-law for over thirty years. Maybe this is where the story really starts,
crouched down in the closet of a man I didn't really know, holding a flashlight in
my mouth and trying to blow the dust out of my nose.
By five it was already dark, and I walked across the yard lit by the trail end
of the sunset to the Quonset that sat back away from the house. The inside of the
Quonset smelled heavily of old grease and years of scattered grain. The metal
structure was crammed with tractors, grain trucks, jukeboxes, and stools from the
bar William had owned. I walked between the heavy equipment and climbed up
into the cockpit of the combine. The leather chair was stiff, the fabric cracked in
thin lines like a window just before it shatters. The seat spun as my body rocked
into it. I put my hands on the levers and pedals and worked them around in the
gearbox with a series of moans and clinks coming from the machine below me.
The window was huge, and I could almost see the grain falling into the blades,
creating a fine dust of amber flakes. Sitting in a combine, one you have no actual
idea how to use, leaves much room for imagining. I fell back into the summers of
my youth, long and hard.
Gold from horizon to horizon. The combine moves slowly through the
stalks, creating strips ofjagged stumps and torn up soil. I sit on the floorboard next
to William, staring out the immense windshield at the clouds that were white and
dark gray like cream hitting day-old coffee. The cab is hot and muggy. A two-inch38
metal fan buzzes in the corner, doing little but moving the thick air around the cab.
William sits in jeans and a long-sleeve shirt with the sleeves rolled up, working the
levers and pedals without even glancing down to watch his work. The pedals creak
as he pushes them forward and back.The wheat stalks fall into the blades as if they
have been knocked unconscious. The breaking heads create a fog that blows past
the side window. The sky to the east is clear and blue, the air looks cool and I want
to jump out of the baking cab. But then William cups my head withhis calloused
hand and roughly rubs it between movements of the lever. I return to watching the
wheat fall, the combine lurching as its huge wheels keep rolling.
I've heard that you die the way you live, and it has always seemed clichéd
and trite. But as I thought of William that day, I began to think in his case it was
true -- the tired old man dying alone on the prairie -- and Iwonder if he chose it. If,
when his heart first quivered, being over two hours from a hospital, if hedidn't
just start walking. This idea disturbed me, because it meant he had known what
was happening, but did nothing tochange it. He had seen death coming and
stepped into its path. He was a victim of geography. He might as well have been on
an island. I had a hard time not trying to imaginewhat that last hour must have
been like, drinking coffee over a plate of eggs the doctor told him he couldn't
have, when he first felt the pain in his chest. The thought of that first momentof
realization haunted me. I has haunted me for years. He sat up straight, his eyes as39
big as saucers. The sun was covered by a thick sheetof winter clouds, so the
kitchen appeared covered by a dull gray film. He stood upand the pain seized him
again, so sharp and exact he knew it wasn't just amuscle cramp. The pain
continued to increase as he gathered his jacket and gloves,which seems strange,
and by the time he shut the door behind him, thethrobbing in his chest was
excruciating. As he shut the front door he must have knownthat he would not be
coming back again.
By the time they returned from the funeralparlor, I was sitting on the couch
staring blankly out the window. I could not bring myself towatchSanford and Son
a second longer. Kathybrewed more coffee and the three sat around the table
going over funeral costs and piles of receipts. Thehouse was cold and I went out
back to get logs from the cord of wood stackedagainst the house. I pulled out a
stick and probed around the logs. Rattlesnakes andCopperheads often make dens
in woodpiles, drawn to the shelter and the heatradiating from the house. Even
though it was winter, and they are cold blooded, I knewthey could become violent
when their den was destroyed. I stood quietly. There wasnothing stirring except
specks of ice the wind picked up off the hard snow. Thebirds had left in late
September, and the leaves had long changed colors andfallen from the trees. The
world was exquisitely placid, and so barren you couldimagine you were on the
surface of the moon.40
That night was the coldest of the winter that hadn't officially started. The
wind chill dropped to forty-five below zero. My nose was numb, the air socold my
fingers were instantly red and raw. I dropped the wood against the wall and
brushed away the snow between the logs. The heat inside the stove pushed outinto
the room as I stoked the bed of coals. Jerry and my father were on the couch,
drinking Vodka and saying 'bulishit' about every other word. I pulled out the
picture I had saved and showed it to my father. In the picture he, Jerry, and
William, were stretched out on the floor playing with a blond cocker spaniel
puppy. My father was five, Jerry eleven, andWilliam in his late thirties. They were
all young, the skin around their mouths and eyes pulled tight, shrugging off any
hints of age. My father chuckled as he looked hard at the picture; a smile that
showed no teeth, the frayed rectangle reflecting the lamp light. Jerry leaned over,
echoed his chuckle, and then a disagreement followed as to whether the dog was
named "Tippy," as my father said, or "Skippy," as Jerry claimed. The nameof the
dog was finally settled upon as "Tippy," and they both muttered "Goddanmdog"
under their breath in unison.
My father leaned back into the couch, and began to tell the story in his
slow, meandering manner. Whenever he told a story, he would constantly pause
and look at me to make sure I was listening. At the time I was in in my twenties,
but he still paused after every other sentence. Kathy walked into the roomwiping41
her hands on a towel after finishing the dishes. I stretched out overthe brown shag
carpet, and once everyone was settled, myfather continued on with the story, using
his hands to indicate actions and making his eyes wide withexcitement. At times
his wide eyes made him look genuinely shocked.
In 1952 my father was six, and Tippy was in theyard howling and barking,
as was his custom. StumpEingland, taking offense at the racket the dog was
making, emerged with a shotgun and fired a single shot into thedog's side. Tippy
scurried into the house and hid behind the toilet. Within tenminutes the dog was
dead, lying flat against the cold blue tile.
Vera was guarding the bathroom door, trying to keep thechildren out of the
bathroom. She didn't want them to see their dog die. Her eyes metWilliam's, and
she moved the boys into the kitchen, both sobbing so hardthey could hardly catch
their breath. William came into the room and asked Keith to get ashovel.
Confused but obedient, Keith hurried to the garage and grabbedthe shovel. Vera
asked William what the shovel was for, and her brother, 'Bud',who had watched
the whole thing, looked her dead in the face and said, "Tobury Stump ."
William was not a man to let emotion get the better of him. Bud,
unfortunately, was. His reputation as a small town bar fighter waswell known. He
had the singular ability to infect even the most peaceful of menaround him with
his pugilist ramblings. It was too much for William to resist, so he,Bud, Keith, and42
Jeny piled into the truck and rushed out into the frost-covered night. Once they
were at Stump's house, they piled out of the truck andkicked in the door. Now
here is where the story splits. While Jerry claims Stump was behind the door when
it was kicked in, and the force of the door knocked him out, Keith claims Stump
was drunk and standing by the couch, where Bud hit him with theshovel, knocking
him unconscious. Whichever version is true, they both end with an unconscious
man lying face down in the snow wearing only his underwear, batteredand
bruised, and when he woke up, hopefully mulling over his decision to go on a
bender and shoot the neighbor's dog.
My father went to the kitchen for another beer, letting his last words sit
heavy in the silence that was left in the room. He let the story resonate in what we
already knew -- that life on the plains was hard. Every living organism on the
prairie is resilient, but desperate. This desperation breeds violence. Human life on
the isolated plains is no different. The struggle for life takes place in the margins
as each season pushes life a little closer to death. The prairie has no concernfor the
sentimentality forced upon it. On the Northern plains, life is divvied out in
teaspoons, and the struggle to get just a mouth full is violent and territorial. In the
tall grass, creatures hurt each other just to show that they can.
On the prairie, the struggle for life begins with the struggle for water. All43
violence and death ripples out from the small pools and streams of rain shed and
ground seep. With only twelve inches of rainfall a year, every botanical variation
that survives on the prairie has developed a method of collecting and retaining
water. Big and Little Bluestem both have twelve feet of root structure perstalk. In
the summers of my youth, I could push my hands into the soil, then my arms, and
feel the fibrous carpet deep underground. I would try to feel around between the
roots, and let the cool soil fall onto my arms. The earth cool against my skin,the
cold damp clumps holding back the sun, the air so hot that it slowly ate away the
streams and ponds.
The struggle for water is not just a struggle of intermingled roots strangling
each other. Several varieties of trees and flowers poison the soil around them to
prevent other plants from pillaging water from their territory. The base aroundthe
trunks is bare soil, littered with broken rocks and cotton headed daffodils, which
are for some reason immune to the poison. Thesporadic trees sitting on bare
patches of dirt look like a chain of islands following creeks with names like
Buffalo and Lightning all the way to the Little Missouri, then the Missouri, and
then out into the ocean.
Prairie animals can smell water from twenty miles away. Their noses turn
up the wind hours before a rainstorm. Coyotes foragethrough gardens for
vegetables. They kill rodents and lap up the blood. In the summer heat, they appear44
with blood smeared faces. When late August comes parched and dry, they root
through family vegetable gardens, searching out tomatoes, which are filled with
water.
The morning of the wake the house was crammed with people. The sun
was out and the temperature was in the mid teens. Baking hamand beans filled
the house with a warm, brown sugar smell. All the traces of William's day-to-day
life had been cleaned up and put away. The house was sterile and bustling. His
life had been pushed into the recesses to make room for the dozen of people who
milled about on the freshly mopped floors. One of William's grandchildren was
named after him, and his mother was yelling "William come here," trying to get
him to stop ripping the books off the shelves and throwing them on the floor. No
one seemed to notice the connection.
William's brother Marvin was standing by the door drinking a can of beer
and laughing. He looked exactly like my grandfather did fifteen years ago. He had
the same face, the same smile and errant strands of gray hair surrounding his bald
crown. He spoke, and the other room went quiet. I closed my eyes and couldn't
tell the voice wasn't William's. I had never met Marvin before, and looking at his
face while shaking his hand was uncomfortable. I tried to stand up straight and
appear as polite and friendly as possible. I started to tremble. I wasn'thiding it45
very well.
My mother used to keep a calendar next to the fridge with pictures and
quotations of the prairie. Included in it was W.A. Quayle's somewhat well known,
"Loneliness, thy other name, thy one true synonym is prairie," but as I stepped out
the back door and cleared the light of the porch, the ice crunching under my feet, I
knew he had it wrong. I kicked away the ice and scraped the snow until it was bare
soil and sat down. I pushed my hands into the earth and felt a hint of warmth
against biting wind. The conversations in the house came out between the gusts,
and the sound of laughing voices made me rock back and stare up at the stars. A
deep breath, let it out, and I closed my eyes. Tears were warm against my check
and I began to quiver again.
My father stepped out the back door and shuddered against the cold wind.
He crammed his hands deep into his jacket pockets and huddled his arms into his
body. His loafers couldn't find traction on the ice, and he stumbled a little, but
regained his balance and stepped in my footprints. My strides were longer than his,
so he stretched and bounded between the imprints. He sat next to me and puthis
arm over my shoulder. We were both silent as he rubbed the back of my head with
his strong hand. We turned our eyes back up to the stars and listened to the quiet
voices spill out of the house.46
The next morning I took William's truck and drove the field. The cab was
still cluttered with coffee cups, notebooks, and it all smelled of oil and grease, the
way his trucks always did. His yellow work-gloves weresitting on the passenger
side of the bench; the oil soaked leather had stiffened, and they remained in the
shape of a half clenched hand. I gently touched the outstretched index finger with
the tip of my own; the leather was smooth and worn.
As I drove the mile and a half to the north side of the fields, the thick
webbing of the orange snow fences told me I was headed the right direction. I
slowed down, stuck my head out the window and looked for footprints. The wind
swept snow in the field was frozen, stiff as cement, and a deer track or a footprint
would be kept mostly intact for a while. The sun off the snow was pure white, the
type of light that pulses from stars. My eyes squinted shut and the cold wind
pushed back my hair.
I didn't find his tracks; the snow banks had shifted and flurries had filled in
any trace of him. I lost his way at the circles of tire tracksleft when the body was
taken away. It was no use. I was going to have to wait for summer.
The bare cottonwoods that line the streams were undressed and a muddy
brown. The wind made ripples in the snow. The snow banks were small in the
fields, the soil hadn't been terraced for several years and the controlled slopes had
faded away, so the snow didn't have much to hang on to. It kept pushing over itself47
until it was bunched up against a fence post or the slight ridge at the edge of the
fields. The long brown mounds of dirt pushed up through the snow like freshly dug
graves, and I remembered why I was there.
The heater in the cab made the oil smell more pungent, I breathed it in
deeply, having missed its smell for so many years. I stopped the truck and walked
up to a section of snow fence that was sagging and for some reason figured I
should pull it back tight. As I got up to it, however, I realized I had no idea was I
was doing. I had only watched it done, but had never done it myself. I took my
gloves off and lit a cigarette; the stream of smoke exploded into the air as the heat
congealed in the white mass. The cold wind reddened my cheeks and stung my
ears. Bits of ice caught up in the wind made my eyes water. I looked over the flat,
desolate land, and was sorry I would be gone so soon.
Later that afternoon I stood in my suit in the middle of a single file row
outside the church that bent and straggled around the sidewalk. We were marched
in behind the priest as if we were in a parade. The people in the pews looked up at
us, studying our faces with as much intensity as was polite, trying to see if we had
been crying or if one of us was going to break down. There is a voyeuristic quality
to watching another person suffer, to seeing it move through them like anesthetic,
their heads drooped down onto slouched bodies, but in this line of people, in this
line of blood, pain moved like stone, trapped deep down in our bowels as heavy48
granite spheres. I could feel its weight as I walked.
The procession moved over the cheap red carpet, eyes forward, lips pulled
tight. As I watched the shoulder of my father's suit crease as he moved his arm,
the dark fabric expanding and contracting with each step, I doubted that if I had
yelled " 1 am heartbroken! I can't take it anymore!" it would have been met with
anything but the same anesthetic stares.
My father's overriding wisdom is, "If this is the worst thing that happens
to you, then your life will be pretty easy." When I was ten and needed twenty-eight
stitches across the crown of my head, I had held these words in my thoughts as a
mantra, and it was calming. As I rocked back into the pews, however, I wondered
how I would get through this life without being crushed by the next worst thing.
The thing that would make my life hard, and it made me sick to think about. I slid
into the pew next to my father, close enough to feel the heat radiating off his body.
If I thought hard enough, I imagined I could almost feel what was inside of him.
An empty feeling deep down inside him, a point of grief, of loss, that was so
heartfelt it shook down to the very bottom of his life. His hair had gone all gray,
the thin lines around his eyes had become thick. He was getting older everyday,
and I tried not to think about it. I tried not to imagine being in his place, sitting
quietly as his gentle face poked from the opening in his coffin. I tried not to think
about it even though someday I knew it would happen.49
The funeral was held at the one small church in Reeder. Sitting in the pews
I could already smell the rolls baking for the reception. Chairs, tables, and utensils
had been set out at the back of the church. The casket sat in the front, lid closed. I
had never trusted funerals -- they had always seemed staged. That is probably
because they are staged. I don't think William trusted them either. He thought that
making someone talk about you was disrespectful and dishonest. He was never one
for ceremonial displays. Knowing this, no one talked or looked around. We all just
stared blankly at the dark wood of the casket and the reflections of light off the
waxed surface.
I come from a notoriously tight-lipped family. No one related to William
would speak the Eulogy. None of his friends, sons, sisters, or brother would utter a
single word, so a British man who had got drunk with William one night years
before his death decided he would speak for us. I had known William for decades,
and had been working out the Eulogy in my head, but I couldn't seem to get it
right. Given ten more years to prepare I probably still couldn't have done it. There
are things language can't do. Every time I tried to hold his image up in mymind,
hold it there honestly, it got washed away with spectacle and splendor, with grief
and ceremony; with what he was, and what I wanted him to be. William and I had
never talked about anything of any significance. His gifts to me werealways
personal checks.50
As the eulogy began to speak I felt my father's arm tighten against his
body. The tall British gentlemen leaned over the pulpit, flanked on both sides by
the green banners of "ordinary time," and said" We will all miss William." and it
was somehow beautiful. It was the one truething 1 had heard, and if I ignored the
grief, the loss, the years of memory, I could admit it was true; I would miss
William. The eulgoy had taken a man's life, the whole messy thing, and summed it
up with a story of two guys sitting aroundWilliam's small kitchen table, drinking
cheap beer from the can, and talking about a long, hard life. Maybe this was the
truest expression of his death, an alcohol induced confession to a strangerabout
what had gone wrong.
The first night we arrived we were sitting around the kitchen table, in the
low light of the hanging fixture, and Jerry turned to Keith and said, "At least he
wasn't a bastard like his father," and Keith dipped his head in agreement. I thought
long and hard about it at the time, trying to push myself back into his life but it
escaped me. It was a life I simply couldn't understand.
There's an old trail song I sing sometimes, because even if you can't carry a
tune, it still sounds all right.
Bury me not, on the lone prairie51
These words came low, and mournfully
We paid not heed, to his dying prayer
In a narrow grave, just six by three
We buried him there, on the lone prairie
I left the church in the same state as when I had entered. I was tired and
restless. I wanted some kind of resolution. I fought off strange impulses to run up
to the coffin, throw the lid open, and touch his face. If it was cold I wanted to feel
that it was cold. But I didn't. The strained echoes of the chapel faded away as I
walked past the buffet line and out onto the sidewalk. Reeder' s one street was
empty, and I walked until the resonance of the voices died. With the barrenness of
the town around me, I shivered, a shiver of pure electricity, which snapped my
neck to attention. My nose started to run. I knew there had always been death in the
world. This was not new. The chances of everyone in the church dying were one
hundred percent. Everyone I knew would die. It was nothing new, but it lay over
me then like the immense shadow a thunderhead casts over the fields. The shadow
a mouse sees as the hawk swoops down. It is the throbbing, pitiful moaning of the
first, final thing I had ever truly known in my life.
The drive to the cemetery was forty-five minutes over dirt roads that shook
the car, and for a minute it looked as if the hearse might get stuck in the deep ruts52
left by tractor wheels. The cemetery appeared over the crest of a long, gentle hill. I
looked in the rear view mirror at the line of pickup trucks and American-made
sedans stretching for a quarter of a mile down the gravel road. The snow on the
sides of the road was covered in mud and dirt and had turned a blotchy brown. The
cars bouniced in the ruts and potholes as they slowly crept to the endof the road.
The cemetery was covered in snow, except for a mat of fake grass that had
been laid out surrounding the plot. The green seemed to glow in the white world,
and I had to look away from the throbbing neon blades. There were only about
forty other markers in the cemetery. Around the boundaries was a black wrought
iron fence. Beyond the fence were hills and hard packed snow as far as I could see.
Cows huddled together in the distance. The clouds were rolling east out of
Montana, gray and hugging the ground. The prairie almost stoically rose and fell,
fell and rose in the gusts and barrels of wind, the ground that broke out in patches
was brown and worn raw. For a moment there was only thesound of wind, then of
voices and car doors, footsteps and car radios. But the wind continued to drive the
grass and I imagined if I were there alone, it would have been thekind of quiet that
made my ears ring.
The back of the hearse opened and we reached for the rails of the coffin.
The metal was cold in my hand, which was not used to the weight, and the coffin
bobbed before it settled. As we were carrying the coffin, I couldn't believe there53
was a body in the box. I could feel the weight ofthe body pulling down the center
of the coffin, but under the warm, waxed wood I could not bear to imagine it, but I
couldn't let go without seeing it. Again, I was struck with the urge to pull back the
lid and make sure he was dead. I couldn't believe we were going to put the box in
the ground and cover it with dirt. I would never see it again. We were hiding it in
the dirt the way a dog hides a bone, but we were not going to come back for it. It
would lie there forever, or until the prairie soil shifted and lifted it back up into the
world.
We set the coffin on a series of thick straps that were attached to a metal
frame that ran around the perimeter of the hole. I looked in the pit and it didn't
look as deep as I thought it would. I imagined I could stand in the bottom and still
see out. Maybe it wouldn't be that bad after all.
The coffin lay in its harness, and we returned to the growing mass of
people beginning to surround the cavity in the frozen earth. The pile of dirt they
were going to put on top of him bulged under the green carpet.Not a single person
was crying, there was just the whipping and whistling andmoaning of the wind
through the headstones.
To tell a story of the prairie, you end up telling a story of death. The wind
knows how to moan like a heartsick voice, and we all stood there and quietly knew
the wind would do the wailing for us. We had done it before and would do it again.54
The whole of life it seemed would stretch out forever into the long gusts of the
wailing wind, laying each of us into the ground.
I tried to look at Jerry, whose whole body shook and trembled like the
stalks of grass. His fingers were pushed into the brow of his closed dry eyes. His
body had forgotten how to make tears, or how the motions went, so he looked at
the ground with his face stricken with an expression that looked both pained and
thoughtful, as if he had suddenly been stabbed and asked to solve an algebra
problem at the same time.
The coffin was resting in the bottom of the hole. The mourners had scurried
back to their cars to get out of the cold. I could hear the engines starting and the
fans for the heaters making the engines whine. There was a handful of dirt the
minister had thrown on the coffin during the ceremony, but it was otherwise
unburied. Again my distrust of coffins kicked in, or my unsettling fascination with
this dead body, and I wanted to heave him out of the coffin and give him back to
the dirt. I wanted to carry him home; his body dangling limp in my arms, and lay
him in his still unmade bed. But there were laws in place to prevent me, and I
would have been restrained by a crowd of mourners. No one knew what he wanted
but me. Ijust looked at the coffin in the ground, said I was sorry, and walked away.
Prairie grass bobs and weaves in the wind; it does not break against the
powerful thrust, which at times is overwhelming. The grass does not fight the55
wind; it lets the current move through it. Its roots shoot so deep, and it clutches the
earth with such a steadfast grip, that it survives drought, fire, and the strongest
winds. The crown bends to a right angle and the grass lies down, waiting for the
wind to let up. In the tall grass, if you lie down, the farmland and roads disappear.
You can pretend you never left. I lie down with the grass, my face mixed with the
flittering heads, and wait patiently for the unstoppable force to let up.56
Chapter Three:
The Night Country
The sun had set, shadows grew long and followed me away from the
farmhouse until we both were folded into the darkness. The wheat was high,
prairie grass knitted along the edges of the field, Big blue stem leaning over the
feathery tops of Indian grass. In the full moon my pupils spun open and took in the
alabaster light, highlighting the darkness of the evening with shimmers of almost
metallic light. The moonlight reflected off blades of grass and wheat stalks as they
swayed between the subtle light and the overwhelming darkness that came to the
prairie at night.
With darkness set all around, the sun powered wind died, and left only a
subtle breeze that pushed through the grass heads in surges that sounded like57
breakers softly falling onto the shore, or a mouth letting go a long held breath. The
chirping of crickets mixed with the short Morse code like clicks of grasshoppers.
The sound was below and beside me; at times it seemed to be coming from the
sky. Sound was everywhere. The crows and swallows roosted at night, so the
insects moved out into the dirt and grass stems with poise and swagger, chewing
fallen grain and sagging leaves, rubbing their legs together in a song of mating that
sounded like worn out tennis shoes on linoleum.
The barn owls drenched in moonlight, their voices so quiet, at times I
wondered if it was coming from my own head. That is how the night is on the
prairie, sounds travel so long and so far, that you wonder if they are sounds at all,
or inventions of an overactive mind let loose upon the open plains.
I was seven years old that summer, left with my grandfather while my
father was three hundred miles away having his gall bladder removed, a surgery
that would leave a railroad track across his stomach. In the evenings William
would drink a can of beer and watch old westerns roll down the TV screen with
very poor reception. If you weren't used to the movement, it was nauseating
walking your eyes over the succession of fuzzy squares. During the day we worked
outside, or worked as much as a seven year old could, but at night I was left to
wander among the three rooms, wracked with a boredom that was almost
intolerable. It was an old man's house, filled with old man things, the only one of58
interest being a contraption that you stood in, wrapped a thick band around your
waist, and when turned on was suppose to rub the fat off of your body. Once the
novelty of this machine wore off, trying to polish soup cans and silverware in the
rapidly moving cotton band, I would mope around the house hanging my head and
whining to William.
I was a nervous child, and the thought of my father laid open wrapped my
stomach into square knots. I was convinced he couldn't survive being cut open and
sewed back up. I was sure he was going to die.
One night, while my head was nestled between couch cushions singing
"The Farmer in the Dell" at the top of my lungs, William told me about the scoria
that was now visible in the drying creek beds, and that if I didn't have anything
better to do I might consider going down to the creek and collecting some. He
described the pieces with his hands, clenching his fingers like he was holding a
ball, then a square, then he rubbing his palms together to simulate grinding. Seeing
he had piqued my interest, he stood up with a symphony of old man noises and
told me to follow him out the Quonset, where lined up against the inside of the
door was a pile of enormous red rocks, so strangely shaped I believed he had just
showed me rocks from the moon.
"Your father collected these when he was your age." His hands were on his
hips, and immediately after finishing the phrase he was looking around again, as if59
already bored with the conversation,
"Dad's been to the moon?" I was amazed.
"What is this nonsense about the moon?" He squinted his eyes at me, "He
got these down in the creek bed. These are chunks of scoria."
His face tightened into a look of confusion, his cheeks taut and eyes
squinted. I realized how stupid my question about the moon had been, but after a
moment he had forgotten and was already walking back to the house, limping a
little on his bad knee.
I put my hands on the scoria and wiped a thin layer of fine red dust off into
my hand. The dust was as fine as my mother's make-up powder. I wrapped my
arms around one of the rocks and tried to pick it up, but it didn't budge. I braced
my foot against the Quonset wall and pulled again. Still nothing. I stepped back
and surveyed the situation, my hand on my chin the way my father's was when he
was trying to solve a problem. My conclusion was that it must have taken bothof
the boys to get the rocks back to the house, even though I suspected they had been
much stronger than I was, and each of them could have probably have handled it
alone. I was beginning to realize that I would have to find smaller rocks in greater
numbers. I would amaze him with quantity instead of quality. When my father got
out of the hospital he would look at the towering pile of rocks, pat me on the head,
and say" That's my son's pile of rocks. He is the greatest rock gatherer these parts60
have ever seen."
This was a triumphant thought at the time.
Scoria is formed when the friction of the shifting grounds ignites veins of
lignite coal which slither below the surface like black, crumbling snakes. As these
veins burn, they heat the shale, clay, and sandstone above them, which eventually
bakes into a kind of natural pottery. Scoria is smooth and layered, and is found
most abundantly in western North Dakota. The pieces of scoria and dense and
heavy, and as you pick them up they cover your body in a fine layer of copper dust.
Time and pressure smooth the rock and press the older pieces into distinct layers.
The slabs were hard and beautiful. I could push my fingers between the thin layers
and pull the rock into flat dishes.
On the prairie, warm days give way to cool nights, which makes wheat and
oats the ideal crops to grow here; given their Northern European descent, they
thrive in the July nights that dip into the fifties. The cold shivered through my sun
burned arms. Goosebumps rose from the bright red skin. My nose to the wind, the
night air was sweet, the scent of wild sunflowers and sun baked wheat. Pulling
myself into the night, I parted the stalks of winter wheat with my hands, the sticky
gel from the wheat heads making bits of leaves and grass stick to my skin. In the61
field, the only light is the moon and tiny specks of stars. The darkness was so
complete, looking up into the ink poo' sky and letting it all fall on top of me felt
like swimming under water.
In the open country, my dreams ran on ahead of me. The sound of the stiff
wheat-bristles clicking together sounded like a rattlesnake, and I was reminded of
the time I stepped on a duck roosting in the same wheat field. The duck shot up
into the sky, a tornado of flapping wings and feathers. I fell to the ground, my heart
trying to chisel its way out of my chest. The memory stuck with me, and my steps
became softer and closer together. I was trying to be braver then I actually was. I
was scared of the snakes, of the darkness, of the duckslying in wait. I was scared
my father was going to die, and had beencrying myself to sleep for the previous
week. The thought of the scalpel cutting a thin red line on my father's stomach, the
doctor's hands pushing down into his guts, made me tremble. I wanted to curl
myself into a ball. I was afraid I would not find any rocks. I was afraid of being a
failure.
I continued to walk through the field, the silhouette of wheat stalks plunged
into the dark sky, and pictures of jungles bounded into my mind. My mind fell
back onto genes that had been dormant for millions of years. My senses
heightened, and I walked into the darkness as if it were a confrontation with death.62
According to some, we, as human beings first stepped into our minds on
the prairie, leaving the ape at the jungles fringe as we wandered hesitantly onto the
grasslands. Our ankles were loose, and we pushed fingers and toes into the soil as
we walked, our babies still clinging to our backs. We grew up on theprairie. We
stood up straighter. Our minds became weapons. We achieved the ability to
abstract, and at once the world became profoundly complicated. Our initial steps
towards humanity were those first when the dry grass pushed up through our
padded toes.
The first humans that huddled together that original starry night on the
prairie must have been terrified, their heads scanning the grass heads for any kind
of refuge. Human survival on the prairie would have been difficult. Our legs were
weak and slow compared to the prairie predators, and the treeless landscape
provided little shelter. Humans on the prairie survived through mental ability, and
most importantly, an ability to adapt.
Charles Darwin wrote that it was the choice to move to the prairie that
made the man, not the man that made the choice. The prairie shaped the human
race, and scattered us along the Euphrates with a stand of wheat weharvested with
rocks and fingers. We became farmers down where the river delta moans and
blows open in the spring.
Life on the grassland was more seasonally dependent than in the jungle,63
rain came heavy in the spring, then stopped with the heat of summer. We began to
walk upright to regulate our body temperature, something that was unnecessary in
the more temperate forest. The prairie stretched out for thousands of miles, the
terrain only dotted with food sources. Walking upright left our hands free to carry
food and offspring across the immense, open space. This shift in posture was a way
of forsaking the jungle and becoming a creature of the plains. We were adapting,
changing, evolving. Standing like a curved tree trunk, we walked out across the
plains, and gave up our ability to survive anywhere else.
Our early ancestors' voyage into the grass, however, was not a hospitable
break with our former species. Even in the present day, the East African plains that
were our birthplace, continue to be a battleground between the monkeys we left
behind and the humans we became. 'Armies' of baboons raid, and have raided
since our first separation, settlements of humans and our early ancestors. The
fringe of the jungle where we huddled that first night, with its fertile ground fading
into the wide open grassland, has always been contested territory, which has served
as the primary point of struggle between what we were, and what we became.
My father and his brother had played in these same fields as children,
grown over with winter wheat just as the one I staggered through then. The wheat
covered a quarter of a section, the creek bed that was my destination lay on the64
opposite side. To get there I would have to cut through the bottom half of two
quarter sections, leaving a walk of half a mile. My over-stimulatedbrain calculated
the steps to about twelve hundred. I began counting, and mumbled each number
under my breath as my foot carefully pushed its way between the crowns ofwheat.
I was good at math. I was not very good at physical activity. I was ashamedof my
cowardice. My father would not have been afraid, William certainly wouldn't have
been, and if I had turned around then I wouldn't have been able to look William in
the face. The thought of admitting I was afraid of the dark to the quiet, gentle, stoic
man who was back at the house sipping a canof Old Milwaukee frightened me
more than the snakes, or ducks, or anything else that creptsilently through the
dark, vertical branches.
I let out a long and heavy breath. Summer --real summer-- with its daysof
hot wind that took your breath away lasted only a couple of months, but whenit
came, it came hard, and the coolness of the nightair against my skin was soft as a
pair of lips. I let my breath uncoil of my chest like the slow pull of a trout on the
tip of a hooked line.
I knew to keep the North Star on the right going out, and on my left coming
back. I looked at the tipped cup of the Big Dipper and caught the moon pushing up
through the sky with a brightness not seen until the dead of summer. It was an
orange moon, an Apache moon, and the color inthe moonlight thawed the stiff65
coolness of the night, the warmth of your breath falling back on your face in
Autumn. The moonlike made my skin look a warm pastel, then cool water color
amongst the shadows of the stalks. My arms were warm peach and alive, my legs
caught dead in the dark. I felt both warm and cold with the suggestions of the light.
The burnt light washed out the white stars gleaming behind the moon,
millions of miles through space. I squinted to make sure I could still find the tip of
the Dipper. I was terrified of getting lost. Growing up on the prairie, I had heard
stories of pioneer children wandering away from the wagons and getting
swallowed up by the grass. Settlers would lose their way in the grass and get so
completely disoriented that they would sit down and die only a couple of hundred
feet from their houses. I had seen the wooden rope guides around the old school
houses that would lead the children to the woodpile as they drift through the air
gone white with snow, so thick they couldn't see the tips of their own noses.On
the prairie, lost had always meant dead.
I hoped to follow my footprints back, but the soil was too dry to hold them.
It was the driest year of the last seven and drought was squeezing the fields dry.
The dirt was cracked and crumbling, like the wrinkled skin around the knuckles of
a hand. The wheat stalks were brown, lacking the subtle blues and greensthat are
common in mid summer. The leaves were bending to the ground, the wild headsof
the sunflowers were lethargically turned in long, downward arcs as the stems66
strained under the weight of the heads filled with ripening seeds. The wheat was so
dry it would only be good for hay, and would be worth about half as much per
bushel as a non-drought harvest. Two families had already left that summer, their
houses boarded up and abandoned. With no one moving into the area, they were
worthless. A drought year is like a flood. It strips the plains bare.
While a drought ultimately destroys farms of the high plains, it is a
naturalizing force on the prairie. With the alien wheat species unable to survive the
arid conditions, the insects and birds that feed on the fields migrate or die. The
wild prairie grasses were trying to force their way up between fence posts and
along roadsides reclaiming the fields. They were designed to survive here, under
almost any conditions. A United States Geological Survey study as recently as
1988 found that even during a mild drought year, bird populations decreased as
much as forty percent. Most bird communities are transient. They followed the
rivers all the way to the big Missouri and down to the cornfields of Nebraska and
Kansas. The farmers aren't much different than the birds. When the wheat harvest
fails, they follow the highways heading east, leaving the fields to grow over again
for a couple seasons with prairie grass. Big bluestem and Ostrich fern once again
dominate the landscape.
I cleared the last row of wheat and stumbled into the Needle grass that67
separated the field from the creek. The sharp blades left slender red incisions on
my legs as if with a scalpel. The singular illumination of the moon, aoverhead
lamp over the surgical table. I couldn't get the thoughts of my father out of my
head, his body lying unconscious and open.
Out of the field, the quiet luminescence of the night sky showed the slowly
swaying Poverty grass that bobbed like a person trying not to fall asleep, and the
land which fell sharply as it plunged into the creek bed. I slid down the loose dirt,
falling backward, my hands clawing the dirt until I felt the hard crunch of scoria
beneath my feet. There were only small puddles of water left in the six-foot deep
canal, and the dirt was cut with smooth, swelling curves where the last of the
flowing water had slid through the mud. In the dark, the grooves looked like the
path an anaconda's belly would cut as it glided over the once moist soil.
I reached down for the first piece of scoria; smooth and hard, shaped like
the state of Pennsylvania. I strained against the weight, pulled it into my waist, and
groaned as it fell back into the creek bed with a dry thud. I looked at my trembling,
spindly arms in disgust, then to the rock lying on its side in the clay. I had
imagined putting the rock on the doorstep and how William would have
discovered it and marveled at its size. I would have nonchalantly said, "That little
thing," or something similar, maybe a little more clever, and his face would beam
with pride.68
I bent down into the dark shadows and rummaged for another rock, my
hands groping in the darkness, relying on the nerves in the outer layer of skin to
navigate. They bumped against something jagged, and I picked up a rock that was
sharp and pointed. My hands fumbled with the rock until I held it in my hand like
a knife, ran the dull blade over my open palm, leaving a rust colored streak. I
gathered several smaller pieces and forced them into my resistant pockets. They
weren't much bigger than golf balls.
On the prairie, over two million years ago, our minds woke up. We became
aware of our own existence, life became aware of itself, and abstract thought
ripped through our instincts with thoughts of fear, wonder, splendor, and death.
There was no going back. The mind had spelled out the body's ineptitudes and the
realization must have made that first thinking being tremble with fear and
trepidation. The night was no longer just the lack of light, but the dormancy of our
dominant sense. Dilated pupils staring blind into the dark curtains that now
surrounded our lives, we heard the rustling of grasses, the howls of other creatures,
and now these sounds had a deeper meaning. They were the sounds of impending
death, shocked through a creature just able to fathom such a possibility. In the
prairie nights, we began to huddle together for survival. Our weak bodies
trembling in the cold.69
As the brain woke up it expanded, passing the 600 cubic centimeters of
chimpanzees, the 700 cubic centimeters of the great apes, and into areas of
cognitive ability the world had never before seen. Our brains became greedy, while
contributing only 2% of our total body weight; it consumed over twenty percent of
all energy. The crest on top of our skulls had dropped and smoothed, our foreheads
steepened to deflect blows. We were scavenging and hunting, walking upright
because it was more efficient on the prairie. Our teeth changed to accommodate the
addition of meat to our diet. We became killers on the prairie. We lost our hair,
wrapped our smooth skin in dried hides as the warmth left with the light, and the
night broke through the orange, yellow, and violet sunsets.
Two and a half million years ago our hands reached down and picked up a
sharp, pointed rock. Our brain was afire with electricity as we rolled it around it
our hand, and then used the blade to scrape thestalk of wheat. There was no going
back to the jungle.
I moved down the creek bed, the weight in my pockets making me walk
with an exaggerated waddle to keep the rocks from hitting my legs. The moonlight
on the disappearing puddles reflected orange, yellow andblue in the flutters of the
dying breeze. The orange of the moon against the pool of water. I wondered what
they would do with my father's blood and if they would just rinse it down the drain
I was sure was in any good operating room, or if they would just sop it up with70
towels the way my mother did anytime I cut myself and bled all over the kitchen
floor during numerous incidents of my accident ridden youth. The image of his
white and gray body lying there drained of blood made me start to cry, but I
stopped it in my throat.
I took a deep breath and stood still in the dark grass, the feeling of
insignificance staring into the depths of space overwhelming me. The human
senses occupy a strange a place between the mental and physical, a bridge between
the cognitive being and the primal self. Instincts, long dominant, begin to twitch in
the shadowy night. Even my underdeveloped, skinny body began to take in the
universe of scents, sounds, and open space. The old self lurches forward, and the
old mind begins to think alongside the new. Human life, in the time of the world,
is the quick flash of a match. I was not as far from the jungles at I would have
thought. I leaned back into my self and let the world fall over my senses.
Stars littered the sky, light stretched in long rays that had been pulled
through the vacuum of space for billions of light years . The light catching my eyes
started its journey when life on earth was in its infancy. The streams of radiance
pulsed through my cornea, were bent by the lens and mirrored onto a field of cones
and rods, which my brain flipped upright, and I saw the pure white flecks in the
sky.
The smell of wheat gum was thick in the air as the heads and stalks of the71
plant sweated the thick fluid. The air particles caught the scent and werepulled
into the current created by the pushing and pulling of my lungs. Theodor of the
wheat was processed in a pair of breaths, one as the air pulled through my noseand
into my lungs, the seconds as the air pushed back out. The smell wasboth scent
and taste, using the nose's olfactory lobe and the taste buds on the tongue.
The skin on my feet pressed into the dry rock with each step, sending
currents of electricity through the wiring of my bodyinto my brain, which told my
body not only the texture of the object it was touching, but also the amountof
pressure being exerted on the object. It happensmillions of times a second. If I
closed my eyes, I could imagine the rock under my foot, using only thesensation
on that small patch of skin to createthe image. As my eyes were closed, the senses
in the rest of my body were heightened, and I could feel the moisturefrom the
puddle of water before I stepped into it.
The creek bed was near dry most of the year, except for spring when it
flooded into the fields. Houses along Buffalo creek had water lines five feet upthe
walls. The water would come in a burst, then not at all, leaving the wheat and grass
to dry in the sun and sway in the blast furnace of wind youhad to lay your body
into to stay upright. The rain came so hard in the spring that the soil couldn'thold
it all, and the water rolled recklessly over its banks. In the summer when the rainis
needed most, it doesn't come at all. Things that live on the high prairie are both72
durable and desperate.
I came to a place where the creekbanks were low, and looked up into the
stalks of wheat, listening for rustling the grass orthe sound of soft feet on the
fallen tufts of grass. At night, the rabbitsand chipmunks can move freely through
the fields, the hawk having retired totheir massive, Lincoln log nests, and the
snakes most probably warming their coldblood curled up in their boroughs. I
scanned the ground, nothing was moving exceptthe grass. My senses were too
weak to find the creatures of the night anyway.The field was only the silhouette
of wheat heads and a dark mass ofstalks. The rodents could move freely atnight,
because they were built for it. I was not.
Years ago, down where the Euphratesbends, we dug a hole and covered it
with grass, smoothed out the clay rich soiland went to sleep. We harvested the
same stand of wild wheatfor several years, after we realized it wasgrowing back
in the same places, we settled downaround it. The act of harvesting had released
the seeds and they fell into the soil aroundthe ripe stalks. We had become farmers
by accident. Our accident was beginning tochange the world. In those mud huts
and stands of wild grains, civilization wasborn. Without the need to move, we
became sedentary. The readily availablefood source made the population explode.
The Euphrates swelled and shrank, pushedand pulled at the slick red river banks.73
In the summer it shriveled up, but in thespring it swelled beyond its banks and
swept everything away. It made waterlines up the walls of the mud huts. What
made this land so fertile also made it sodangerous. The river was unpredictable,
calm then raging. Giving life then taking it away.In the spring the river would
flood the fields and houses. We walked in water up to ourchests. The force was
unstoppable.
We were a species that loved rocks - neededrocks. We cut the grain with
sharp rocks, and ground flour on flat stones. Webroke off flecks of rocks to form
tools and weapons. We sharpened flint andshale as the last glacial era ground
south and hunted bear, bison, elk, and the woollyrhinoceros. Eventually, we
stacked boulders, stretched skinned hides acrosssticks, and made shelters, then
houses. As time flowed slowly on, we carvedrocks, turning nature into human art.
The quest for rocks was the quest of a wandering,emaciated species, reaching and
clawing their way into the future.
I came to a bend in the creek, an angle with ahigh bank that pushed back
the hot sun during the day, thus leaving the deepestpool of water I had found.
Without the reflection of stars, the pooi looked likepolished obsidian; glossy and
as dark as the world when youclosed your eyes. I leaned over into the slope of clay
that stretched up into the grass, dug my fingers into thesoil and groped blindly
through the silky soil, fingertips tingling in expectationof brushing up against the74
hard rock I was sure had been revealed as the waterreceded. I was a long way from
the house and if I looked back there wasn't even ahint of the light to reassure me
that it was still there. I was long through the grass, sofar that at the time I felt as if
I could have been in a cave. I was scared andwished my father was there with me.
Camping along the little Missouri late the previous summer,fear or longing had
never entered my mind. Myfather and I had huddled together in our sleeping bags
and talked about what it must have been like to be acowboy a hundred years
before. In the curve of the bank, I was alone. The kindthat feels like a deep cold
without shivers. The kind of cold you feel when you aredead.
I dug my hands back into the bank, felt the stickyclay lodging itself under
my fingernails when in thedarkness behind me there was a loud, low thumping,
like a hammer swinging at the railroad tie, onlymissing, and hitting the dirt. The
cadence was an imperfect beat. One, two.. .pause. . .one two.. .pause.The hair on
the back of my neck stood up, my skin turned cold as ashiver surged up my spine.
Instinct took over. I stopped moving and tried to peel backthe darkness with my
eyes. My ears were alert and thesmell of the wheat was more pungent. The
thumping got louder, got closer. I was no longer thinking. Icould feel my heartbeat
through my t-shirt. The blood was ripping through myveins, laced with cortisone
and adrenaline, chemicals that would stop the bleedingand numb the pain for the
conflict for which my mind was preparing. I was nolonger a thinking being, just a75
mass of twitching muscles and alert senses.I'he decision wasn't even a thought,
my brain was working without myinput. I was falling backwards into an old self.
My feet pushed into the soil and I was running through the creekbed. The rocks in
my pockets were digging into my leg asI darted back into the wheat field, hands
caked with clay
Through the field I could see the porch light above the backdoor of the
house. My lungs were burning, my legs trembling, but the impulse to run, to
survive, overwhelmed any other sensation. I could feel the blood on my armsand
legs from the Needle grass and the switches along the bank, but I keptrunning, and
running, and running.
I fell through the back door limp and exhausted. The heat of the house
stung my sensitized skin. William was at the table,reading the evening paper. He
sat down his beer and I blurted out the story in sputtersand gasps. I was motioning
with my hands in circles, reenacting the picking up of rocks, and thedigging in the
hillside. I was jostling all around the room, hands waving around in the air,telling
him to the lock the door and get the gun. I was hysterical and crying. Idid not want
to go outside ever again.
William looked across the table, the bill of his hat cocked to one side, and
began to laugh a deep knee-slapping laugh. One that rose and fell toshrillnotes
and was broken only by his characteristic muttering. After the laughterstopped, he76
straightened his face and looked at me and spokethrough a half smile. He
explained that the thumping had just been a buckdeer, pounding its hooves into
the ground to establish territory. The deer wasclaiming what little water was left.
He had braved endless miles of highway, roving coyotes,and inedible vegetation
all for what amounted to a couple gallons of water.He reassured me that the deer
would not be chasing me or trying to get into thehouse. I felt a little better, but he
hadn't been there or heard the wild beating of theground. He hadn't been there,
like I had, in an old life, millions of years away,reaching my frail arms out and
grasping desperately for survival.
I didn't say anything. William patted me on theback and gave me an old,
stale cupcake.
I was ashamed and stopped crying, even thoughI wanted to cry harder. I
was a coward. I stared atthe table. The dark wood laminate reflected theoverhead
light in the waxy surface. I wanted to sink into thechair and disappear into the
ribbed vinyl that revealed chunks of stained foam. Ididn't want to be a
disappointment. No boy wants to know that he is worse thanhis father, or his
father's father. I was afraid that I was.
William picked his beer off the table and slid over next to me.He put his
arm around me in a slowand awkward motion. I could feel the warmth ofhis
body. I slid into him. My tears were salty in the cornersof my mouth. I told him77
my father was going to die and thathis house was boring and I didn't want to live
there forever. He laughed his gravel fill laugh and took a sip of beer. Helifted his
shirt and showed me a scar like a railroad running across his stomach.He wasn't
dead, he assured me. He caught my eyes darting towards the windowwatching for
the angry deer to crash through the glass . He laughed again, shutthe drapes, and
said he would have probably run too, but only if there was a grizz'y bearstanding
behind the deer. Then he laughed his old broken laugh that filled the house,
slapped me on the back, and went back to reading his paper.78
Chapter Four:
DOWN IN THE VALLEY
I was sixteen, sitting in the oversized, over cushioned, chair of a
psychiatrist's office. The doctor sat in a high back marble leather chair, her legs
crossed at the ankles, tips of her sensible shoes tapping an irregular beat on the
carpet. My father was sitting in a couch at the back of the room, almost twenty feet
across the sun filled office. Out the window there was a tree in aplanter and a pair
of birds were hopping between the branches. Their heads bobbled around as if on
swivels, their black bead eyes took in the whole world in one circular glance. Their
breasts were red in the mid-afternoon sunlight.
The psychiatrist had a folder spread out in front of her, manila with a silver
clasp holding the thin stack of papers together; the pen in her mouth was clicking79
against her teeth, but was not beingbitten. She was trying to explain to methat she
believed I had Type I Bi-polardisorder, an affliction I was unfamiliarwith, but
knew by the name alone that it wasn'tsomething to celebrate. There was astack of
sample prescription boxes on the cornerof her desk planner, my eyes darted tothe
blue and white boxes when thedoctor moved her eyes back towardsthe opened
folder. The room was quiet exceptfor the sound of air pushing throughthe grate of
the register overhead. My father wassitting in the overstuffed couch silently,and
even though I didn'tlook at him, I could feel himthere, as if his breath was on my
neck.
Type I Bi-polar disorder is achemical imbalance in the brain thatis
primarily acquired through heredity,and the second she told me this Istarted
pouring over lists of names and possibleincidents of bizarre behavior in hopesthat
I might have learned who hadbeen lying to me all those years.Maybe my father
was too well adjusted, mymother too cheerful. I could almostfeel the tightly
bonded double-helixes inside me,millions of them, copying this mysterioussingle
strand of information every second.Filing the copies in cells that made up my
heart, my hands, my eyes, and mybrain.
"Do you have a history of mentalillness in your family?" Her voice was
polite and toneless. I didn't like theword "mental illness", but I didn't say
anything, I just looked up at the ceilingtrying to make it look as if I was thinking80
deeply. I focused on the tiny mountains of plaster that hung overhead. I looked at
her with a face that must have looked confused and bewildered.
"He cries like my Mother did." My father's voice was deep. "Sometimes
until he throws up."
In sixteen years, it was the first time I had ever heard him say the words,
"My mother."
Vera died seventeen days before I was horn, but I managed to learn the slim
smile that stretched like a teardrop from one corner of her mouth to the other. After
I learned it, my face never looked so simple again. I had always thought it made
me look clever. She died on a November afternoon in 1976, in Scranton North
Dakota, a pinpoint of a town scarred by so many strip mine pits that it looked like I
imagined Dresden did after the war. The thin gray film that came with winter
coated the sides of buildings and the windows of cars. The delicate lines of snow
stuck to the blades of grass, and huddled against the cinder block foundations of
the houses. The snow was dull, and it would have been hard to tell where the snow
ended and the cement began. The snow was gray, the houses and cars were gray;
the whole world sprayed hastily with dull gray primer. Then the clouds broke apart
slowly, right in the middle of the horizon. It was late afternoon and the sun was
setting, one of those Northern Plains sunsets that made the sky look as if it were a81
gasoline fire. Vera set a bag of groceries onthe roof of her car. The sunset made
the clouds white and yellow, with so manyveins of purple and dark blue, that it
seemed the clouds were alive and pulsing.The sun on her face would have felt
warm as it peeled back themelancholy gray and colored her face red andpeach;
the color of a dissected mango. Theunexpected light was so intoxicating, the play
of the clouds so enchanting, that she didn'tnotice her car beginning to roll back
down the hill, didn't notice the car wasn't in gear,until the car had pinned her into
the frame, and dragged her away.
Six years after "the diagnosis", two yearsafter William died, I was in my
parents' basement, digging through an oldcedar chest that had been hidden under
piles of boxes and blankets. The smell of cedar wasstrong, and mixed with dust,
had the odor of dirty wood. Inside the cedarbox was a pile of tattered old blankets
and broken picture frames, children's coatsand photo albums. Mixed amongst the
years of objects and items was acardboard box, half crushed and missing a large
portion of the lid. I lifted the box out of thechest, cradling the sagging bottom with
my arm, and set it under oneof the overhead lights. Inside the box there wereold
records, porcelain animals, a watch, a child'stooth in a yellowing envelope, and a
lock of hair so fine, it felt like corn silk. Ipulled out an envelope that said Diploma
in gold cursive lettering, let the black leather coverfall loosely back, and looked at82
the document inside, the name stood outdark against the paper, written on the
black "insert name here line" in starkblack calligraphy were slanted letters
spelling out 'Vera Lillian Richardson.'
Growing up I knew almost nothing of Vera.She was never talked about. It
wasn't until several weeks after my visit tothe Psychiatrist's office that my father
placed a black and white portrait of his mother onthe hearth over the fireplace. It
was almost as if he weresaying 'The cat's out of the bag. Youcaught me. I had a
mother." At the time it seemed relativelyinconsequential, but as the years went by
it was incredibly touching. He had insideof him a terrible memory, a secret,
sequestered like a sickly child, portioned off fromthe world with curtains and
screens. Then, part of her camethrough the years and landed in me, struck like a
match in a tank of gasoline. It forced him to try toremember her, partly for
himself, but mostly for me. Whatever he knew, orremembered, staye3d inside of
him until I found that box. lt sounds unbelievable, even to me,but we never talks
about his mother. Never. Whenever I had aschool project to create a family tree or
heredity pie-chart, he would carefully shift theattention to my mother's family.
Any information about his life before hemarried my mother was dispensed
judiciously.
The only time I had heard Vera's voiceclearly was on a reel-to-reel of her
singing, which I found in the bottom of the box ofher things. The first time I83
listened to it, I had no idea what it was. She had a record recorder, adevice that
looked like a suitcase with a microphone, radio, and turntableinside, but the old
seventy-eights she recorded were warped and scratched. Theyhissed and popped,
the voices like old radio recording, so garbled and empty theycould have been
transmitted from the moon on a piece of string connected to twocoffee cans.
I had the one reel-to-reel that survived transferred to compactdisc, and
while the quality was not exceptional, the voice was muchclearer. I listened to the
tape in my parents' basement, on a cheap,plastic compact disc player with
speakers that turned the lower notes into a sharp crunchingsound. Heard from a
distance they made the music sound like something beingcrushed. The bass tones
rattled the ceiling panels with quick tremors as the voice felldown the octaves. I
heard feet stamping down the stairs above me, then myfather's face peering
around the corner in the doorway above before came down totell me to shut up,
and to make sure I wasn't crushing anything. Just as heturned to walk back up the
stairs he heard the song and stopped. He stood dead still forseveral seconds, his
body turned away from me, like a deer listening to thewind.
"What are you listening to?" He was still turned away from me.
"I had that reel to reel I found in Vera's box transferred to compactdisc."
"Do you know what this is?" He said, referring to themusic being played.
"No." I hesitated, " I assumed it was an old radio show. Maybethe Grand84
Old Oprey."
He chuckled a little, his stomach rising andfalling, a sly smile pulled
across his face.
"This is my mother." He stopped. "Where the hell did youfind this?"
"I already told you." I smiled. It was our wayof talking." Why, have you
never heard it before?"
"If I have, I've forgotten."
He walked over and sat on the scrap of carpet with me,his feet sliding a
little as he crossed the slick cement floor. We both satquietly listening to the
voice as it crunched and crawled from the speakers.
The voice rumbling out of the plastic speakers wasVera's, singing the old
western standardBirmingham Jail,a song she sang to herchildren, and a song my
father had sung to me as I restlessly waited for sleep.Her voice was a dead ringer
for Patsy Cline's; husky and strong, dropping andshifting through notes without
hesitation. I started the recording over, and we both satlistening to his mother sing
a song from our separatechildhoods. It began with a soft hum as she cleared her
throat. Then her voice moved up through the staticand the creaks and cracks of
moving reels as they recorded.
Before finding that box, the only things I knew aboutVera were that she
was crazy, as I was suspected tobe, and that she was run over by her car in an85
incident that was shrouded in mystery. But in that box of eightseemingly unrelated
items, her life began to come together. I pulled the pieces out one by one,held
them in my hands, stretched back through the years, and tried tofeel her in them. It
didn't work. They had no significance attached to them. I could notfeel her in
them because I could not feel her. Millions of tiny protein strandscopied from
inside of her were imbedded in me, but I had no idea who she was. Isimply
couldn't live with this fact, so I gathered up all the items, stuffedthem in a duffel
hag and made preparations for a trip back to North Dakota to try to make senseof
it all. These seemingly inconsequential items were all I had ofher, and by finding
out about them I hoped to find the woman who hadbeen lingering and hiding in
the recesses and chemistry of my brain since seventeen days aftershe died.
Down in the valley, valley so low
Hang your head over, hear the wind blow
i-lear the wind blow love, hear the wind blow
Down in the valley, hear the wind blow
There are things hidden everywhere; in cardboard boxes, in memories, and
in the ground. In the ground most of alL In western North Dakota there arefossils86
everywhere. Buried things thatlie just beneath the loose topsoil.The vast warm
inland sea that covered muchof North Dakota left theshells of mollusks and fish
skeletons. Dinosaur bones arelaid into the smooth rock,compressed to form
perfect impressions. The NorthPlain Badlands are one of therichest dinosaur
fields in the world. One of thetwelve complete TyrannosaurusRex skeletons ever
discovered was found a milefrom where my mother grew up,in Rhame, on the
southern edge of the Badlands.Armies of Paleontologists roamthe hills looking
for pieces of the distant pastthat the mixing soil has broughtback to the surface.
There are forests of petrifiedwood, great brown mineralizedtrunks that are
as hard as rock,partly, because they are rock.The wood was mineralized by an
invasion of silica or calcite intothe individual cells of thewood, replacing the
original wood cells with rock. Thepetrifaction has to happen quickly. Inthis part
of the world they were mostlikely knocked down by aglacier, buried quickly, and
compressed. The pressure is so greatthat the individual rock cellspush aside the
wood cells, leaving a rock in theshape of a tree. As the glaciersreceded, the
mineralized trees were let go andredeposited on the surface, wherewithout human
intervention, they could last forever.
In my own attempt to uncoverthe past, I reached down intothe duffle bag
in the back seat of my car andpulled the porcelain cow andhorse from the sagging87
fabric, one at a time. The middle of thehorse's back was broken. I rummagedback
through the bag, but the broken pieces werenowhere to be found. I hoped it had
always been broken, and had notsurvived almost eighty years just to bebroken in
a tattered duffelbag in the back seat of my car. Bothanimals were cartoonish, their
exaggerated circular eyes topped withthick eyelashes, their smiles pulled across
heavily rouged cheeks and red paintedlips. The broad smile of the cowmade it
look happy, if not a little ignorant. Thehorse's face was less jovial, the kind curve
of its lips making it look morethoughtfiul and reflective. I set both animals onthe
rug under the overheadlight. The green felt glued to the baseof the horse was
beginning to bunch and peel away from the corners,which made the animal appear
as if it were doingits ridiculous march up the slightslope of a hill.
According to my father, Vera receivedthese two porcelain animals as a gift
from her father, Harvey, for her sixthbirthday, and they moved with her
everywhere she went, being one the firstthings she unpacked and placed on her
nightstand, where they rested until shedied. They were then shuffled away intothe
box, handed to my father, and thrust asdeep into the caverns of the house as he
could find. No one seemed to knowhow or when the horse's back wasbroken, just
that one day it was no longer there. Theycould be seen resting on Vera's dark
wood nightstand in several of the picturesI had found in, deteriorating photo
albums. The horse was always closest to thebed, which may explain why it was88
broken and the cow was spared.
The figures were ordered from acatalog, and for a poor wheat farmer on
the boundary of the badlands, theywould have been a lavish gift. They are asign
of the affection Harvey felt for his youngestdaughter, the daughter who idolized
him, often putting on the crumpledfedora he had always worn and doing hebest
imitation of him, mimicking every movementhe made for hours at a time. I have
only three pictures of Harvey, and inall of them Vera was clinging to orleaning
into his body, be it with her leg, arm orhand. His face looked drawn and wrinkled,
perpetually covered in a thin layer ofwhiskers that the light had caught and
reflected white into the camera lens.
In the late 1 920s there were two wayspeople left North Dakota, either
running away with an 'Okie,' or with oneof the carnivals that made their way
across the NorthernPlains every summer. When Vera waseight, Harvey ran away
with the carnival, having fallen in lovewith the tattooed woman. The carnival
came to Havelock on aFriday, and when it left Sunday night Harvey wentwith the
caravan of broken downtrucks and rusted out pickups. He left Vera'smother
Sylva to run the small farm and raisetheir three children. He followed thecarnival
all the way west to the ocean, eventuallysettling in Portland, Oregon, where he
would stay until he died. He never cameback to North Dakota. This was
everything anyone seemed to remember aboutHarvey, passed along in second89
hand stories about letters and post cardsthat were delivered over the years to
people who had moved on without him, allmarking his progress around the
Northwest's lumber mills and packing plants.
When I showed my father the figurines Ihad found in the box, his face
filled with a look of shock and exasperation, asif I had conjured up something he
had seen in a dream, and never hadimagined being real. He held the cow withthe
just the tips of his fingers, its 'bedroom eyes'looking up at him as he pushed his
lips out, the way he did when he was troubledThen, he set it down on a coffee
table, looked it over from a distance. Hismouth relaxed into a tense smile.
The box had never been opened, and when Iuncovered it, the lid was still
wrapped in amber colored packing tape, just asit had been when his brother
silently shoved it into his hands a week afterVera's funeral. He immediately
packed it away in the cedar box, where it would soonbe covered by the saved
artifacts of my childhood. He was justtwenty-nine when Vera died, and it was the
last time my mother ever saw him cry. It was asif he believed that once your
mother was dead, there were no more reasons to cry.He had spent almost three
decades trying not to think about her death, and ashe carefully held the porcelain
horse in his hand and ran his finger along theinsides of crack, I felt guilty for
forcing him to remember.
That night he helped me pack my bags, andwhile I was walking past the90
living room window, looked out, and saw him huddled next to my car with a tire
pressure gauge. He had always worried about me. When I was a baby, hewould
wake up in the middle of the night and lay his ear on my back to make sure I was
still breathing. He was having a hard time letting the habit go. The next morning he
was waiting for me with a thermos of coffee as I came down thestairs into the
kitchen. He helped me load the car, and sent me along my way. Neither of us knew
exactly what I was looking for, but both agreed it was something that had to be
done. Revisiting. Trying to track down the haunting memory of a dream I had
never dreamt, but somehow had been having my own version of for over two
decades. Sometimes he looked at me tenderly, deeply, as if probing for something
just behind my eyes. He would open his mouth without speaking, but saying" You
have it in you. I've seen it all before. In her." Vera.
I would start in her life, where I had first felt her in mine. Even before I
knew her name. I would start in the beginning.
Vera grew up in Havelock, North Dakota, on the edge of the Theodore
Roosevelt National Park. In a letter to his sister, Roosevelt described the area
around 1-lavelock as possessing "a desolate, grim beauty of its own," and he had it
about right.
I drove north out of Bowman towards Have lock, to find the grandmother I91
never met. It was late summer, and chaff from the combines moaning over the
fields was picked up by the wind and rose into the air. The prairie gave way to gray
and red buttes, slowly at first, just nudges of bare ground coming up through the
tall grass, then flat top buttes with bare and sunburned sides. By the time I passed
Medora, the canyons were red rock and hundreds of feet deep, the buttes reached
up at steep angles, stopped and leveled out, then ran back into the ground. Thick
bunches of nettle grass huddled on the flat runs between the slopes, which were
reddish-brown and eroded with lines and wrinkles that made them look like the
palms of a dirty hand. The grass grew in patches, called "towns", over pockets of
rich soil.
East along the Painted Canyon, the yellow, beige, and red rocks were
packed into neat bands by millions of years, and millions of tons of rock and
sediment left over from the formation of the Rocky Mountains. The loose dirt
became packed in precisely arranged, successive layers. It is a study of time and
pressure. Water polished the rocks smooth. Millions upon millions of years of
grinding, crushing force settled the rock into geological epochs, neatly layered like
sand sorted in a bottle. Ponderosa pine dot the base of the plateaus, then disappear
as the land lunges below the horizon.
As I drove through the polished rock buttes, I slid into a beauty both fierce
and enthralling. We have an idea that nature is beautiful in that it is placid, serene.92
Our vision of beauty in the world is in its benign nature. The badlands defy this
notion. They could chew you up and spit you out like a broken tooth. So little
thrives here -- human life least of all.
The road east veered away from the badlands. The high pitch of canyons
and valleys relaxed into a low hum of dried up riverbeds and gentle hills. June
grass and the thistle topped Broom Sedge slowly sewed up the bare earth. Then the
wheat and rye fields started with their four-foot stalks, at that time of year a light
gold, and the native grasses were left to run along ditches and fence posts. The
fields were littered with abandoned farm implements, old hand driven threshers
rusted so completely they were almost camouflaged into the ground, their corroded
metal every conceivable color of red and brown, tints of dark gold winding
between darker colors. Wooden fence posts periodically lined the road, snow white
and ribbed, bleached from the sun and rotted from the inside out by the rain. Most
of the posts leaned like the grass, and looked as if they wouldn't be able to resist
the land of wind much longer.
The highway ended and the road became gravel. Loose dirt fanned out
behind the car. My eyes traced the brown grass and wheat, green then brown again
as it ran up the hills that marked the horizon. Just beyond those hills, round as a
pregnant woman's belly, was the hope of Vera first coming alive, her first breaths
inside my starving memory. I wanted to imagine her where she had actually been,93
as if my imagining could make sense of her life, andin turn make sense of
everything that was buried, uncovered, and buried again inside of me. I needed to
know her, unbury her, to know the things inside of myself that I had never even
known were there.
Havelock, North Dakota, was gone. The afternoon sun was softening over
crumbling cinder block foundations and piles of bricks that lined the street as I
drove into town. Trees that had been planted around houses, grocery stores, and
drug-stores, now towered over empty squares of wild grass. It was as if the town
had evaporated. In North Dakota, however, this is not unusual. The population of
Adams County was over nine thousand when Vera grew up there, and by the time
my car had stopped in front of the remains of some crumblingbuilding, it was little
more than a thousand. Havelock was unincorporated; a ghost town. Mostof the
buildings had been moved on trucks along the highways to towns throughout the
upper north. Those buildings that weren't moved had lost theirpaint over many
hard seasons. They were falling back into the soil. In two decades it would look as
if no one had ever been there.
My eyes wandered the streets, then along the rotting horizontal boards of
the building across the street. Grass was growing back where the buildings had
been, and if I strained my eyes into the maze of stalks, I could make out a cinder
block or a pile of loose bricks. Like many towns in western North Dakota, it94
looked as if there had been a war here and everyonehad been taken away in the
night. I walked up to the abandonedbuilding and peered in through a broken
window. The interior was empty except for awooden bench and a mirror screwed
into the wall, which was covered with athick layer of dust that looked gray in the
shadows, brown in the light that crept throughbroken windowpanes. I pushed my
way back through the grassand a dozen grasshoppers frantically sprung away,
some flying headlong intothe rotting house.
The town that used to be Havelock wasbarren and rotted. Forgotten. I
walked back to the street that ran through the centerof town. It was so desolate
that a tumble-weed rolling through the centerof the wind swept street seemed
appropriate.
I tried to follow my father's directions towhere he believed the farm Vera
grew up on was. I hadfailed to find anything in the town, and wasdriving west
towards the sun, hoping to find the house where Verahad woke up to the fact, as I
had, that her brain didn't work like everyoneelse's. That sometimes she just
needed to sing, and sometimes she just needed to cry.She wouldn't have been able
to explain the reasons, even toherself. Like me, for years she would guardedthese
facts as a secret. Like me she would have goneoutside to cry, or pushed her hands
into scalding water to keep from making a sound.Like me, she would have done
anything to appear normal. At night, when everyoneelse was asleep, she would95
have lain awake, and wondered what was wrongwith her.
My father had scribbled directions in short hand onthe back of an
envelope. The huge illegible letters could have beenhieroglyphics or some form of
slanted iconography had I not been used to his wayof writing. He held his pen
backwards, the shaft pointing wary from him. Hehadn't been to Havelock since he
was twelve years old, andhis recollection of the route was vague. He couldrecall
that the house had only one level, a small frontporch, and was painted white -- "or
maybe green" he'd said, trying to make the descriptionssound accurate by rubbing
his thumb against the bottom of his chin.
Everything vanishes. Cities turn to ruins, then dirt. Humanbodies turn to
bones, then dust. Even the prairie I stood on then,would someday be gone. It had
been born, and would die, just as she was, and did.
The broad shouldered buttes and soft hips of hillsstretched on across the
horizon. Everything was orange, yellow, and pink. Theday she died, Vera had cold
cereal for breakfast because she had run out of eggs. Afresh carton lay open,
cracked shells and running yellow yokes, at the foot of thedriveway when her
body was found.
I drove down gravel roads, which turned into overgrowndirt tracks, and
faded into fields. The spidery map, the sparse directions,and my father's
description of the farm that was so indefinite it could havedescribed any house in96
the upper Midwest -- what did Iexpected to find, and why had Ibeen so hopeful? I
was looking for a woman,for memories of a woman, or my ownimaginings of
woman. I was lookingfor a place where she received agift from a man nobody
seemed to remember, in a town thatwasn't a town anymore. I tucked theenvelope
with the directions into my cubbyhole,and turned my car toward the highwaythat
led back south.
After her father left, Vera talkedincessantly about moving to Oregonand
finding Harvey, and while she dideventually move to Oregon for several years,
there were still hundreds of milesand a mountain range betweenthem. She was
chasing someone who didn't want tobe chased. That day, standing in themiddle of
an unused gravelroad, I was searching for pieces of Vera,glimpses of her beyond
photographs; an understanding of herlife that no one wanted to give away.
I need to be patient. Relax. Everything onthe prairie need time to develop -
- toreveal itself. The world here was createdin prairie time -- a slow, meandering,
deliberate pace. Seventy million years ago,there were no Rocky Mountains, and
all of the continental United States wascovered in a vast tropical rainforest,
patches of marshlands spottedthroughout. Then the world warmed upand the
great tectonic plates collided .Mountains shot up. Then the ice came .Glaciers97
pushed south, rolling the land flat like arolling pin, and eventually creating the
largest continuous grassland on earth.
The glaciers created riverbeds, packingthe clay tight and rubbing it
smooth, making avenues for the water.Then the till of salt and gravel suspendedin
the glacial melt let go into the soil. Itlet the water run deep into the earth. Forthis
reason there are few treeshere. Water sources are few and far between.
Prairie sand is old sand, and it determineswhat is able to survive on the
prairie. As the glacial runoff swept overthe prairie, it dropped chunks of quartz
and granite from the mountains it hadground its way over. These blocks of granite
were taken into themoving ground, and rolled over until they wereturned to dust.
The sand is hard and sharp. Its tinyglasslike shards stick into your palms as you
press them flat intothe soil. The shards could be mountain tops orriver valleys
from tens of millions of years ago, whentheir peaks began to push up through the
forest. Now they set the limit for whatsurvives, mainly grasses that have solved
the riddle of water. Life here answers to ageslong past, and oceans of ice that rose
and fell over the prairie, digging up piecesof rock that would become grains of
sand stuck in the palm of a hand. }Iumanlife, like all life, answers to these tiny
fragments of the past.
On a long forgotten recording, let looseinto a damp basement, Vera's voice98
sang without a slip. As welistened I remembered my father's voicetouching the
same notes. It wasalmost a duet
Roses love sunshine, Violets love dew
Angels in heaven, They know I love you
They know I love you, They know I love you
Angels in heaven, they know I love you.
Back in my parents' basement, before mytrip north, I sat waiting for my
father, listening carefully to the sounds ofthe shifting house, convinced each one
was the garage door. Ihad spent all day looking for a recordplayer for the four
records I had pulled from the box; two blacktwelve inch vinyl circles and two
smaller seven inch green and yellow plasticdiscs. I had a small turntable that I
received as a child, but by then the plasticcolored bright yellow, orange, red, and
blue was lined with cracks and dents from yearsof improper care. My things
probably wouldn't last as long as Vera's had.
The night before, as we listened to thereel-to-reel of Vera singing, I had
shown my father the records and had vowedthat if I found a way to play them, I
would wait for him to listen to them. Therecord sat on the turntable, waiting to be
played, just the flick of switch would start itturning. I wondered what was
stopping me from listening to them before he camehome. There would be no way99
he would know. I had very weak impulsecontrol and I could feel my hand being
pulled to the strange and wonderful magnetismof what was on those records that
hadn't been listened to in over thirty years.
Just as my crisis of conscience aboutwhether or not to start the record
without him reached a head, I heard the mechanicalracket of the garage door. I
listened carefully to the moan and creaks, and wasconvinced this time it actually
was the garage door.
My father opened the garage door andstepped inside. He attempted to walk
into the kitchen but, after some encouragementand general bullying, was diverted
into the basement. He refused to sit on thedusty floor in his dress pants, so I pulled
out an oversized cardboard boxfor him to sit on, and once he was settled,finally
started the record player.
The record started spinning and there was onlystatic and the sound of the
needle against the vinyl . I leaned down and sawthe needle move onto the ridges
of the record, then suddenly was a little boy'svoice saying the story of The Three
Little Bears, taking long pauses and takingcertain creative liberties with the story.
Written in marker on the dirty label were thewords "TuddyThree Little Bears."
It was my father's nickname when he was younger.The voice was so meek and
small that I had a hard time connecting it tothe man. I looked back at him, he was
leaning against the concrete wall, eyes closedand smiling.100
The little boy laughed a fit of bubbles, bursting, then started again. My
father chuckled his dry, low laugh. A woman's voice prodded him along. He
opened his eyes. They looked calm as he shifted his feet on the floor, looking at
me, then the record player.
Her voice was much deeper than I had imagined. It was the first time Ihad
ever heard Vera speak, and the qualityof the record made it difficult to understand
what she was saying. I picked up the stylus, moved it a couplecircles out, and
dropped it again. I repeated this process over a dozen times, my eyes closed."Tell
the story, Tuddy," she says. A voice so sweet, so gentle, my concentrationfocused
on it so intensely, that for a moment Iforgot to breathe.
The other record was a recording of Jerry playing the trumpet alongside
William's brother Marvin's accordion. The trumpet played first, blotting out a
couple of measures, and then the accordion entered, sounding a little bitlike it was
dying. They forged ahead throughThe Streets of Laredo,but it was difficult to say
given that neither instrument was playing in time, and the trumpet drowned outthe
accordion every time it had to hit a high note.
One of the records was blank, and 1 held it to the light to make sure nothing
had been recorded on any part of it. The light reflected off the blacksurface like
moonlight on a rain-covered highway. Thus assured, I took it off the turntable and
replaced it with the only other record in the box.101
The record started spinning with a wobble, emitting a seriesof scratches
and pops as the needle rose and fell over the long curvesin the warped vinyl. An
accordion started playing a song I didn't recognize. The sound wasall bass, so low
the speaker sounded like it is falling apart, the lowcracking sound being washed
with intermittent waves of treble that brought out sharp, high notes.Vera started
singing in a low, tinny voice, which at times became difficult tohear. ff1 didn't
know it was her singing, I doubt I would have known it was ahuman voice at all.
The volumes came and went with the rise and fall of theneedle, playing so softly
that I leaned into the speaker as it rose, then backed away asthe volume peaked
with the needle's run into the valley, before it rose again, thenmoved to the fall.
We listened to about ten minutes of the garbled voices andindecipherable
twang and moans of the accordion and variousother unidentifiable instruments.
The song was sweet and gentle, beautiful and sad, and hervoice continued to sing
to me long after the record had stopped spinning.
Vera played the accordion and sang professionally, orrather, as
professionally as one could in southwestern North Dakota in thelate fifties. Which
means she played all the bars andgrain coops within eighty miles, bringing the
total venues possible to 6. But she played these bars religiously, everyweekend for
almost a decade. She played weddings and dances, VFW banquetsand high school
dances. She would take Keith to the bars with her, as a roadie of sorts,and he102
would clap and dance, take pictures, and watchher purse while she played.
Thirty years after she last played, a bag full of herbelongings in the back
seat, I drove down a long, straighthighway to the Leith bar, which sat at the outer
edges of Vera's accordion territory. At a little over seventymiles, it was the bar
farthest from home, and the one she enjoyed playingthe most. It was literally in
the middle of nowhere. The bar sat on a gravelroad which lead nowhere, came
from nowhere, and connected no towns. itstretched from horizon to horizon, and
looking along it all I could see was barbed wirefences and the trees around houses
I already knew were there. Growing up only adozen or so miles from here, after
long days sorting cattle for inoculations on myfriend's ranch, his father would
bring us to the bar for pizza and soda. It lookedexactly as I had remembered it;
dark-wood floors, supports, and rafters. Brittledark-wood chairs scattered around
wobbly dark-wood tables. The sunlight stopped threefeet inside the doorway, and
even in mid afternoon the room waslit only by a handful of overhead lights that
gave off a dirty yellowillumination. A row of booths with backs six feet highlined
the wall. They rocked on account of not beingpermanently attached to the floor or
wall.
The bench rocked as I fell onto the torn vinyl. Anolder woman with large
owl-like glasses and a wrinkled, pinched mouth came overand took my order of103
orange soda and a cheeseburger.I had always loved eating cheeseburgers here,
even more than the paper-thinpizza which came frozen from a box and had
pepperoni uniformly spread out over its ten inches ofpartially blackened dough.
I had a picture of Vera playing the accordion andsinging on a stage that
used to be in the corner, that then housed a pinballmachine that was not plugged
in. The glass was covered in a thick layer oflight-brown dust. The picture was
presumably taken by my father, Vera's body is dancing at anangle and sliding out
the far left of the frame. My father had not yet learned totake a proper picture, and
the sight of Vera barely hanging on to the cornerof the print reminded me of the
pictures in our photo albums stacked in my parents'basement. For years he had
claimed that his subjects just moved too quickly forhim to take a proper picture,
but even in those pictures of me sleeping, my body wassignificantly left of center.
The picture of Vera was black and white, so old thatthe white border had
gone a creamy yellow. It was theonly picture with any kind of notation. Scribbled
in fading black ink were the words "Me 1953."
When the woman brought my cheeseburger. I asked her ifthey still had live
music, and she looked around the room befuddled, then back to meand said, "Now
why would we want to go and do something like that for."
I ate my lunch slowly, let my eyes scan walls covered inold beer signs. A
particularly clever one had a cartoon bear peeing into a lake. A redadhesive sign104
on the door in the rearsaid" Employees Only!" The exclamation point hadbeen
added in black marker. I looked around the empty roomand wondered how many
people had burst into the back room trying to catch aglimpse of the old lady filling
salt shakers. I wondered if the sign solved theirproblem. When I was finished
washed my hands with soap labeled as "Pots andHands." On my way out I looked
at the sign and had the urge to throw openthe door and yell "Ah-ha!" But
I didn't. I just walked past the bar and back outinto the light.
It was during this time that Vera began to drink, as myfather puts it,
"enthusiastically". From the time the boys got home fromschool until they went to
sleep, she would walk the house singing songs, cooking supper,and drinking
Seven-and-Sevens out of an iced tea glass. At breakfast the nextmorning, the
bottle would be on top of the fridge half empty, orcompletely empty, depending on
what day it was for the rotation of bottles.
She would read the boys bedtime stories, and since theydidn't have any
children's books, she read to them from farming magazines.The sweet and burnt
smell of blended whiskey heavy on her breath, she wouldtell them stories of
rotation schedules, new pesticides, and equipment maintenanceuntil they both
quietly fell to sleep, dreaming of the new line of Case tractorsand no-hassle
pesticide systems. Then she would go downstairs, gentlylay the needle on a record
and sing and shuffle about the house late into the night,until William finally camehome.
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At night when it was quiet, they thought they could hear the square cubes
of ice clinking against the glass. My father doesn't put ice in his drinks to this day.
The few pictures I had from this period were scattered in theme and
chronology. The pictures from the beginning of their marriage, flipped quickly,
played like a motion picture, but by the late fifties, there were only six pictures for
as many years, and none of them were of William. Vera's eyeshad gone from
bright to wrinkled, slight lines had become deep wrinkles that stretched from the
corners of her eyes to the temples. From thirty to fifty, she had aged as myfather
had. She looked older in every picture, the skin under her eyes turned black and
began to sag. She looked tired. In every picture she had an ice tea glass in one
hand, and a cigarette in the other, letting go slender wisps of smoke that rose from
the burning end, so faintly that the lines could have just been scratches on the
negative.
For some inexplicable reason my family, my parent's namely, were fond of
storing seemingly important documents in shoeboxes, then hiding them so well
that they may never be discovered again. In the same room where I found Vera's
box, deep in a storage cabinet next to a candle powered coffee warmer and a
fondue set, I found an old shoe-box filled with the artifacts of my birth. There were
letters congratulating my parents on the birth of a yet unnamed baby, which for106
some reason I foand mildly offensive. Myhospital birth certificate was wedged in
the back in a broken frame, the shapes that held the sides togetherjutting out, and
the glass cracked into three sections. In the back was my hospitalbracelet, saying
simply "Baby Lutz - Boy." The blue plastic was ripped and raggedaround the
holes that connected the two loose ends.
The letters in the box were somewhat troubling, because while Iexisted at
that time, all be it a short time, it seemed that all these letters and notesreferred to
me as a vague abstraction. I was nameless,and all references were from people
who had not yet known me. I started to understand a little howthis process was
working, the search for things that are important, but almost impossible toknow. I
wondered if my child, or grandchild, would also someday be scrounging through a
musty basement and stumble upon a tattered shoebox,only to discover another
mystery of a person who had accidentally put something insidehis or her brain.
Someone, like Vera, who had since become unknowable.
In the back of the box was Vera's confirmation certificate, framedin thick
oak, the creases from where it had been folded were plainly visible. It looked asif
it had been folded into a brochure. There was an embossed seal in the lowerleft
hand corner, but it was done on the reverse side so it was unreadable. All the
lettering on the document was preprinted except for the name" Vera Lutz" and
the date " February
15th,1948." She was confirmed in the church where William's107
funeral was held. As I thought about this, I looked back at thethick, black
calligraphy of the date, and numbers started to run through myhead. If she was
confirmed in 1948, she was twenty-eight years old. Her sons wouldhave been ten
and two, both already been baptized.
Vera had never been baptized or confirmed, and for some reasonshe was
struck with the need for salvation. She had never been tochurch, and when the
pastor came around preaching about the endof suffering, she signed up and never
looked back. She went to church every Sunday until the day shedied, even when
she had a monumental hangover.
Things change. Sometimes they explode, other times they justslowly burn
away. Most times thought, it is somewherein between. On the prairie,
thunderstorms begin with just a hint of what is to come, a small cottonball begins
to roll up into the sky. The storm is on you before youknow. The updrafts and
downdrafts quicken. The cloud begins to boil, and the top looks like awhistling tea
kettle. The thunder begins in low gurgles, like a bass singerwarming up for the
choir. Then it cracks. The base of the clouds turns black as it sweeps overthe
prairie, shooting a tower fifteen miles into the sky. The tower flattens into the
shape of an anvil and the clouds look muscled as the air freezes in the coldfront
pushing the storm along. A flanking line of black clouds shoots out to the108
southwest and soaks the soil in a heavy rain. Lightning illuminates the anvil as it
pushes on and up. Lightning reaches up from the ground. Thunder shakes your
body. The rain is cold against summer-warmed skin.
As the clouds lose their energy, new clouds move in to take their place. A
prairie thunderstorm is so destructive because it is given time to roll, having no
mountains to push it up into cold air and suffocate its energy. It just builds and
builds, and a placid day on the plains can be ripped open within an hour of the first
cloud.
When I was very young, a tornado touched down in our backyard, ripping
away the aluminum siding, breaking the windows,placing a fifty year old tree in
our kitchen, and hurling a Winnebago almost amile down the road. My mother
was cooking dinner, the sun through thewindow began to fade, and the house
became dark. In as much time as it took to look out the window, the storm was on
us, whipping and wailing. There was little warning.
Thunderstorms, while destructive, are one of the most important forces that
shape the prairie. A prairie needs three things: climate, soil , and fire. Lightning is
essential for a prairie to survive because it burns away the old grass, lights up the
past in a brilliant flash of electricity that literally cracks open the air.The fires burn
fast, they bow and crest like waves. Then as quickly as they began, they are done,
leaving behind fertile ground for new growth.109
The third verse lags at the second measure, before it picks back up again:
Build me a castle, forty feet high
So Ican see her as she rides by
As she rides by, love, as she rides by
So I can see her as she rides by
I pulled a wooden box out into the light, dusted it off and examinedthe
etching that ran along the lip where the lid met the body. The wood was depressed
around the edges of the wood carved to resemble vines with flowers, but the size
of the box reduced them to sticks with balls on the end. The grain was swirledlight
and dark, in spirals that fell in and out of the carved flowers and leaves. The
bottom bulged with a subtle curve, as if it had been soaked in water for some time.
The lid swung back on a single brass hinge, the box was empty except for what
looked like a two grains of sand or salt which lay in the seem where the wood
reaches upward toward the lid. 1 pressed my finger into the box and one of the
particles stuck into the ridges of my finger. 1 touched it to my tongue. It did not
taste like anything.
I ran up the stairs, the wooden box pressed into the palm of my hand, to see
if my father could identify it. He was sitting on the couch, waiting patiently for me110
to interrogate him about yet another seemingly inconsequential item, this being the
thirteenth such trip up the stairs.
I held out the box and he looked at it blankly. I watched his eyes and the
skin around his mouth for the familiar wrinkles that appeared when he began to
think hard, but they didn't come. He just stared at the box as I swung it open,
pointed out the one remaining speck left in the seam, and told him I didn't believe
that it was salt.
This broke his trance. He looked up at me and asked why I believed that
his mother would keep salt in an ornately decorated wooden box. I didn't have an
answer. Instead I shyly opened and closed the lid of the box in an exaggerated
motion, smiling slightly, trying to be funny but failing miserably. He turned away,
knowing that no conversation about my thought processes would do either of us
any good. He turned the television on, took a drink of water, and crossed his legs.
It was early evening and the sunlight had left the room lit then by a single
lamp. I stood at the edge of the circle of light for several moments before he
quietly said, "It was her pill box." He paused. "She kept her drugs in there, it was
usually in the top drawer of her dresser,."
"What kind of drugs?"
"Barbiturates. Sedatives." He took another drink of water.
"I thought Vera hated doctors."111
"She didn't get them from the doctor." He pausedagain.
"Where did she get them then?"
"Who the hell knows. With her it was always hard totell what she was up
to." He turned up the volume on the television,signaling the end of our
conversation.
I returned to the basement and sat flipping throughthe stacks of pictures for
a great while, letting the newthoughts of Vera take hold in my head. I reachedinto
my pocket and removed asmooth metal cylinder, unscrewed the cap, and tapped
three small pills onto the concrete floor, picked them upcarefully, and dropped
them into the wooden box. The lid closed. "This," Ithought, "I understand."
Type I bipolar disorder, also known as manicdepression, is a tug of war of
neuro-chemicals. The brain twitches between depression andelation; infinite
sadness and elation. You jive two lives, and swingbetween them waiting for the
next pole, the next climax, then wait patientlyfor it to recede. You feel things
other people's brains won't allow them to, sadness that isoverwhelming, and you
cry until you throw up. Happinessthat is overwhelming, surges of tingling pleasure
pulsing through your body until it feels like you are no longercontrolling it.
Insomnia sets in.
Insomnia is perhaps the worst part. Mood swings can last fromhours to full112
days, but insomnia can stretch over months. When youhaven't slept in three days,
every idea you can imagine can start tomake sense. In in one notable lapse in my
medication, I once locked myself in my room with threegallons of water and a loaf
of bread. Dealing with people had become too difficult.They always wanted to
know why you were doing something or how you werefeeling. Being alone in a
room had only one disadvantage Icould see at the time -- if you were lucky, people
would come looking for you. I lasted about eight hoursbefore my father drove
down to my apartment where I was living with a roommateand threatened to beat
down the door. I knew he was bluffing, but couldn't muster upthe courage to defy
him. Three months later I tried locking myself in the trunkof my car, but got
bored, and drove home after only a couple of hours.
Immigrants don't see psychiatrists. If Vera were alive today,she would
have the possibility of being treated with a plethora of newdrugs that target
calcium and serration levels in the brain. Even if they wereavailable in her day,
however, Vera more than likely wouldn't have taken them. Poorimmigrants
farming the northern plains are not especially fond of psychiatrists.They self-
medicate with alcohol and under-the-counter barbiturates orover-the-counter
sleeping aids. They do it themselves, and in the end, it guts theirlives. Given
experience in trying both the traditional and the medical, it isdifficult for me to say
which is better. Taking Lithium left me as numb and expressionless aswhiskey113
and barbiturates left her. Vera and I ended up takingdifferent paths of treatment,
but both ended up with the same result. Neitherof found relief in perceptions or
alcohol, but rather, found genuine solace in the same sweet,low voice.
My father left home when he was eighteen, andregularly after he left
home, would receive late night phone calls fromhis mother. She would be crying
and wailing, talking about being too tired. My fatherwould lay in the darkness,
phone pressed to his ear, and listen to her crying, and tellher everything was going
to be all right. It would pass. She was just worndown. He would tell her to go to
sleep, and in the morning she would feel much better. Heknew her. Her cries
would soften, and eventually she would drift off tosleep, the receiver still pressed
into her ear, and my father would stay on the line andlisten to her breathe as she
slept.
I moved away from home when I was eighteen. I wasexcited by the
novelty of living in a different city than my parents, but we were veryclose, and
for the first month would secretly cry myself to sleep. I had"episodes." I would go
to empty, all night laundries to cry. 1would cry in my car. I would build things out
of wood when I got wound up. I would go to the emergency roomwhen I cut
myself since I didn't really know how to use tools. That years Ireceived 54
stitches.
I would call my father in the middle of the night,crying hysterically. He114
would talk to me in soothing voice, telling mestories of when I was born and when
I was a baby. I would tell him I hadtroubles in relationships of any sort, and was
considered too "abrasive" by almost everyone around me.I told him I was difficult
to get along with. He would tell mestories of when I was a child. Stories he knew I
would have no way of remembering. Stories that werejust a distraction, but told
with such a warm voice they made m.e feel better.He would tell me I had always
been a "jackass." I would laugh, and eventuallyfall asleep, receiver pressed to my
ear, listening to the air whistlethrough his perpetually congested sinuses.
William and Vera eventually divorced. He was tooquiet, too stoic, and
worked all the time. She was too loud, tooemotional, and resented never seeing
him. She married a man named Eugene Duppong, amechanic at the coal mine, and
moved to Scranton, about ten miles down the road.Gene liked to drink, and they
would be in the bar almost every night. My fathertold me he bought her this pill
box while on trip to Miles City, Montana. It originallycontained a nugget of
'fool's gold'.
The last house Vera lived in sits at the end of anunfinished street in
Scranton, North Dakota. The street disappearedafter the house, the cement
stopped with an abrupt edge that held back the tall grass.It looked as if it were still
under construction, but looking out over the grassthat had grown over the land that115
was cleared for theroad's construction, I knew that it would neverbe finished.
I got out of the car and walked tothe edge of the pavement. The sun was
setting, and the sky was peppermintcolored, striped with white bands ofclouds.
There was only a light breeze, and the grassmade a wush-wushing sound as it
brushed together. I turned towards thehouse, its pale green paint chipping.Subtly
colored by the yellow light of dusk, itlooked somehow wann.
I walked up the cracked walkway tothe house. Almost all old cement in
North Dakota has been cracked from theheat of summer and the bitter cold of
winter. It was far too inflexible to stay in onepiece. it had been pushed and pulled,
expanded and contracted, until it wasbroken into pieces. I tried not to step on
several crickets that are crawling betweenclumps of grass, their black bodies
moved slowly over the gray sidewalk.
No one had lived in this house sinceGene's death sixteen years earlier, and
it was the last time I had been theremyself. I could only remember what theinside
of the garage looked like as we wentthrough Gene's possessions. I found an old
camera I was allowed tokeep, a Canon Single Lens Reflex, that wassitting in my
back seat as I walked up to the front door.
The roof was missing shingles, and severalcracked and broken windows
had been replaced with scraps of particleboard. Weeds had grown up around the
foundation of the house, which seemed to beleaning a little to the west. I had a116
picture of my father, his brother, and Genereshingling the roof, and as I looked up
at the shingles on the roof Iseriously doubted if it had been reshingled sincethen.
I walked up to the living room windowand was surprised by how small the
interior of the house was. Gene had brought twochildren with him into the
marriage, and Vera had brought my father,leaving Jerry with William, and had
another child almost immediately uponmoving into the house. The living room
was empty except for abroken side-board table. A light fixture hungfrom the
ceiling, teardrop shaped faux crystals but nolight bulbs. Through the room I could
see a small kitchen withstained linoleum where the refrigerator and rangehad
been, and a tear about the length of my armin front of the door that lead into the
garage.
I walked through the grass to the sideof the house and looked into the
bedroom windows. I tried to imagine fourchildren sleeping in the smaller bedroom
which couldn't have been more than eight feetby ten feet. I couldn't figure out an
arrangement that didn't require two ofthe beds to overlap. The larger bedroom was
neither larger nor more glamorous. It too wasjust a small rectangle with a single
door leading to what I believed was an undersizedcloset.
I was uneasy as I rounded into the backyard, soclose to the highway that
the sound of passing cars echoed off the siding. Ilooked into the kitchen window
and tried to imagine the half empty bottleof whiskey sitting there, Vera sauntering117
around the kitchen singing, but 1 didn't knowhow she moved, or how her voice
sounded without the hisses and pops of a lowquality recording. I had only seen a
handful of pictures. I had only heard herthrough the static, hearing a voice I
wanted to hear. A voice I needed to hear. Icouldn't imagine any of it.
Sitting in the basement of my parent's house, Irattled my pills around in
Vera's wooden box, a dull clinking sound,and put it in my pocket. I ran my
fingers through my hair, exhaled deeply, andreached back into the box.
Her voice shifts in the fourth verse; it washusky, deeper, a frog in her throat as if
she were crying, or at least thinking aboutit:
I rapped on the window, I knocked on thedoor.
The answer I heard was, "don't come 'round no more".
Don't come 'round no more sir. Don't come'round no more.
The answer I heard was, "don't come 'round no more
Deep in the box there was a seventeen jewel Dorsettwatch, which my
father remembers only as,'n1ymother's watch." After several weeks pestering
relatives on the phone, describing the slim silver bandof curvedlinksand equally
slim oval face, that was all anybody seems toremember, "Yep, that was her watch118
all right".
After my trip to Havelock, I drove toDickinson and the Sunset Assisted
Living home in search of Vera's mother,Sylva, in hopes that she might be able to
give me some information on the watchthat lay on the dashboard as I drove. I was
tired of looking, but thought that stopping to seeSylva, whom I had not seen since
I was six, would be a good break fromthe constant failings of my imagination.
Dickinson is by no means a large city, or alarge town for that matter, but in
western North Dakota, its populationof 16,547 makes it a booming metropolis.It
has over twice the population of the entire countywhere I grew up. I remember,
when I was younger, imagining that it mustbe what New York City looked like,
given that it had a shopping mall and amultiple story Hotel Eight complete with
swimming pool. Driving to see Sylva,Dickinson crept up on me slowly, with gas
stations and tractor dealers, then squat dirtcovered motels. The street lights started
to move past my window, and Istopped at a stop light. The first in over 200miles.
Sylva was ninety-six, so I was not entirelyconfident that she would
remember the watch at all, let alone where it camefrom. Something as
insignificant as a watch can easily be overlooked orforgotten, especially given
almost a century of things to remember. I had agood feeling about it, however, as I
rounded the last corner and followed my father'sdirections, scrawled in big
caveman handwriting,towards the retirement home.119
The home Sylva lived in resembled a really nicecollege dorm, or rather, a
fairly inexpensive hotel. I parked the car in frontof the only door I could see, the
glass doors covered in gigantic letters that spelled out"ENTRANCE" when the
doors where both closed.
I walked to the reception desk, a department storebought desk, the kind
you have to put togetheryourself, the whole thing covered in a wood laminatethat
reflected the light so obnoxiously it was almost blinding. Itold the woman, who I
was, that I was there to seeSylva Vane, and was immediately pennitted to enter.
The door to Sylva's "apartment" was cracked open,and I poked my head
through the door hesitantly. l was not sure she would recognize me,given we had
not seen each other in over twenty years. SoI moved my body in sideways, slowly,
as not to startle her. I couldonly make out a chair and a small bookcase that was
crammed with framed JC Penney's eight-by-ten portraitsand school pictures of
people who were then well into their fifties and sixties.
"Tuddy, is that you?" The voice was small and attached to a womanI did
not recognize walking towards me from thebedroom. I started to correct her, but
she had her arms around me and was saying, "Tuddy it is sogood of you to come
and see me." She stepped back to look at me. "You look so youngand healthy.
Boy, it is good to see you." she would wrap her thin,wrinkled arms around me
again. When she chuckled it sounded as if her body werehollow.120
I looked my father did when he was that age, and as soon as I realized she
thought I was my father, I pushed the watch that had been in my hand into my
pocket. I did not have the heart to tell her my father was in his mid-fifties.
Vera had aged the same way her mother had, as fast the first hard freeze.
Her hair from black to gray. Looking at her mother's wrinkled face, I thought I
could imagine what Vera would have looked like if she had lived longer.
Sylva had survived two husbands, three children, four grandchildren, and
one great grandchild. She was a walkingdictionary of loss. I looked around the
room. She reclined slowly into the only chair in the room,and I realized I was
going to be standing. She immediately pointed out a bulletin board hanging on the
wall next to the bedroom, outlining the exact procedure that was to be taken when
she finally dies. She had been waiting to die for as long as anyone can remember.
Since my father was my age. She was tired. She had had enough, and I could hear
it in the faintness of her voice, for the two hours she spent outlining what she
wanted to happen when she died.
A great deal of time and effort had gone into constructing, and arranging
the bulletin board into four distinct sections, separated by pieces of string hanging
from the top of the board to the bottom, one section for each day she believed it
will take to get her buried. There were phone numbers and addresses, descriptions
of clothes she wished to wear, and with whom to make burial arrangements. She121
had outlived everyone she knew bytwenty-five years, and it showed. Some life
came back into her voicewhen I told her I understood the plan, as ifthen she could
rest easy, even though I was sureshe had made every person who had ever setfoot
in her room make the same claim of loyalty toher plan. I felt guilty. I was not who
she thought I was. I had no authority to set anyof it into action, but I still nodded
quietly as she served me tea and lefsea. Thelefsea was old and crunched a little as
I bit into it, but I told her it was as good as anyI'd ever tasted, and a look of
satisfaction came across her face. She asked me howWilliam was, and I lied and
said he was doing fine. What good would herknowing do? Anyway, she didn't
even know who I was. Who wasIto tell her?
As I left, I took one last glance back throughthe door at the bulletin board
hanging on the wall. I had teamed nothing aboutVera, and had somehow
unwittingly consented to the take part in, if not oversee,the most thoroughly
detailed burial plan the world had ever seen. Ididn't feel good about it. I wanted to
tell her planning took the ritual out of death. When someonedies, you scramble
and pile into cars in the middle of the night. Youpack only one dress shoe and
mismatched socks, and don't realize it until you are in yoursuit and the funeral is
about to begin. You run to the car as if there were afire. You drop everything and
figure it out as you go. That is the process. When someonedies, you show your
love for their life by abandoning yours. I did not want totell her I would take part122
in any portion the plan. But I did. Masquerading as myfather...1 did. I told that
old woman I would help bury her. But I didn't.
The rose colored sky had filled with stars. 1left with the watch still buried
in my pocket, as big a mystery as it had ever been.Stripped away of anything else,
it was just an old, inexpensive watch that had been onthe wrist of my
grandmother, whom I had never met. We didn't meananything to each other that
wasn't invented, yet I fell as if! had been growinginto her. My whole life up until
then, becoming, hurting, singing, and wonyinglike a woman I had never met.
The phone rang late on a Thursday night. I couldhear my father's breath
heavy as he answered the phone.
Hello dad. It's me. I'm in the emergency room. No,I am fine. They say
there is something wrong with my brain. No.. .nothinglike that. Something with
the way I think. Chemicals and things like that. Idon't know really what they are
talking about. My friend brought me. I tried to dosomething I shouldn't have, and
now they want me to see someoneabout it. Dad,..1 am really tired. Yes sir. No sir.
They want to keep me here overnight. Yes Dad,everything is going to turn out all
right. I know that, yes. No, you don't have to come down.Dad...just go back to
sleep. I'm too old for that, I'll just call you in the morning.Dad. Dad. Dad. No..
no. . .no. Okay, I'll see you inhalf an hour. Yes sir. Yes . I love you, too.123
There is unstable ground in Southwest NorthDakota. The gravel in the
ground rolls over on itself, causing the soil toshift, erode, and slide. It moves so
much; terracing doesn't even keep it inplaces, the controlled slopes are pushed flat
in two seasons. The redeposited glacial till isnotoriously unstable; it is always in
motion, sand, clay and rock grinding together on afoundation that has never
settled. Whatever is sitting on top of the soil isdrug to the bottom, while what is
on the bottom, tucked awayin bedrock is brought to the surface, where itbathed in
light again, for the first time in hundreds ofthousands of years. The soil here is a
painfully slow wheel. It buries the present, only tobring it back up; forgotten, then
rediscovered.
In the winter, you put up snow fences tokeep the snow and wind from
moving too much soil. The soil is especiallyvulnerable to movement when it is
dry, and it is almost always dry. The sand rich soildoes little to stop the water from
running deep into the earth. Plants here have immense root structuresto anchor
them against the wind, but also to catch as much ofthe water as they can. They
have even developed ways to pick the moisture out ofthe Canadian air flow that
still has vapor fromthe Pacific.
The foundation of the soil is largely clay, silt, andshale. Remnants of the
glaciers as they tilled the land. The water underneaththat sits in table is also124
always on the move, whose borders areconstantly redefined by the moving rock.
The earth opens up into sloughs, giantpotholes that bring the ground water up to
the surface. This movement or drift, thefriction of tiny pieces of sand, creates
friction that sparks the pockets of lignite coal,thus creating huge underground
fires. A fire such as this still burns under thebadlands, and the hot air from the
vents has warped the Juniper treesinto abstract sculptures; twisting andturning
them into shapes that nature never conceivedof.
Without a fallow season, the dirt erodes fromthe stress and the lack of
anchoring roots. Without something constantlyholding onto the earth, it just blows
away, as it does in the desert.Nothing that is here now will be here in thefuture.
The recent past is already on its way to aburial. It already has one leg buried in the
rolling dirt. It is already forgotten.
From Sylva's room, I traced the highways toher daughter. Vera's grave
rests in a valley between the Rattlesnakeand Moga Buttes, in a long lazy curve of
the Cedar Creek. The graveyard was adozen or so weathered headstones, and this
late in the season, are almost completely coveredwith yellow stalks of grass and
bare compass plants that have already let loosetheir pollen. The wind whistles
through the valley. The graveyard has fence,and given the height of the grass it
would have been difficult to find had I not had myfather's hand-drawn map.125
1 walked the field amongst theheadstones, every now and then leaning to
read the etching on a stone. Tfound Vera's stone and pushed theprairie grass away.
I sat down next to her grave andpoured a small amount of whiskeyinto a
collapsible metal cup. I hate whiskey, andit burned terribly as it seareddown my
throat. It was strange the different ways wetry to commune with thedead, by
doing things they did, even the ones wedon't know are entirely true. Painand loss
turn a person's memory tomush, it is what the brain does, itdoes not want to
remember pain. The second after thesensation is gone , the nerves justbeginning
to relax, the memory isforgotten. The brain is not built to storeexcruciating
incidents, memory lets them float away.
The sun was going down and thewind was driving through the valley,and I
looked around and wondered what I wasdoing. As I sat on her grave, I knewthere
was only about fourand a half or five feet of earth and apiece of varnished wood
between us. But it didn't matter. Whatwould we say to each other if wehad met?
What we would have seen in eachother's eyes, something we recognized?Would
she see that strange thing in herself that she had hoped she had not sentdown the
line? Would I look like her secret?
I got in the car. The sky wasalmost completely dark as the sunfell behind
the butte. The night came quickly asI drove back down the narrowroad, away
from Vera. Away from whatever it wasthat pulled between us, like invisible126
fingers touching the heart.
I remembered her voice comingthrough the static of the tape, as sweetand
complicated as the smell of wheat gum onthe Autumn breeze.
Down in the Valley, down on my knees.
Praying to heaven, won'I yougive my heart ease.
Give my heart ease lord, give myheart ease
Praying to heaven, won 'tyou give myheart ease.127
Chapter Five:
Wake of Spring
One early-winter afternoon Johnny Henderson wasdriving his pick-up
truck home from basketball practice. The sky waspink and he would have had to
squint as he drove west, then south towards theedge of town. As he passed the last
half-finished street that held back the prairie, hestopped his truck with a squeal of
the tires. Half a block away there was an earlyseventies Ford Fairlane spinning in
circles, bouncing up against the curb and grindingdown what was left of the
mailbox it had run over. Johnny raised his hand flat overhis brow to see the
vehicle recklessly spin across the grass then backinto the street in what appeared128
to be almost perfect circles. He would later saythat he believed it was a drunk
driver free-wheeling on his way home from the bar. As he got outof the truck and
slowly walked up the street, however, he saw the bloodybody of a small woman
lying in the Street. He recognized her immediately as VeraDuppong.
Two hours later, Vera was stretched out on a cold steeltable of the local
funeral parlor. The old mortician, Derwood Ohm, carefullyexamined the body.
The single light fixture created a cone of light over thetable. Vera's husband,
Eugene sat ten feet away, on the other side of amakeshift wall of one-sided wood
paneling. It had been apparent immediately that Vera'sdeath had been caused by a
variety of internal injuries brought about by blunt trauma.The car had crushed her
legs, chest and head. The hemorrhaging of vital internal organscaused her to bleed
to death internally, the outer body left morebruised and grated than bleeding, her
skin lined with dark red and purple spider webs thatlooked like blurry tattoos.
There was only minor stitching to be done, since themajority of the damage had
been more crushing than penetrating. Derwood preparedhis sutures and leaned
back into the triangle of light, pressed his hands flat intothe skin and pushed it
together, then carefully teased the thread through herdelicate skin.
Derwood had shown up at Vera's front door only a coupleof months
before to ask her husband for a favor. Eugene and Derwood wereclose friends, and
when he got a call that a young boy was pulled into a cornpicker, he asked Eugene129
to free the body with a cutting torch. Heprepared Vera's body as a return for the
favor. The insides were drained from her body, then the hollow space wasfilled
with a mixture of chemicals meant to keep the body fromdecaying long enough to
get it into the ground. Three days. The brokenskin was stitched back together with
a curved needle to pull thethread and skin tight. The bruises were covered with
powder foundation, her face made to look a little more natural, eventhough it
would be a closed casket funeral.
It took Derwood longer than usual to prepare Vera's body.He had known
her for the twenty four years she had lived in Scranton, and in a townof less than
two-hundred people, you couldn't help but get to know everyone. Aweek before
she arrived at his parlor, Derwood had gone to watch Veraplay her new
accordovox at the local bar. As she lay on his table he had a hardtime not seeing
her face lit by the milky lights of the bar, he body boundingaround the room with
the bulky instrument strapped to her chest. He laid the powdergently over the
stitches and wound filler, his eyes concentrated on her face sointensly that they
paused on every pore. He sighed. He had been preparing bodiesfor over forty
years, but it never got easier. In a townthe size of Scranton, he had known every
body that came across his table. As he started to apply theblush to Vera's cheeks,
watched the deep red powder and embalming fluids add the lookof circulation to
her cheeks, he knew that this was his way of grieving. Thatmaking her body look130
as if it were still alive, or atleast recognizable, was the only way he could answer
the phone the next time it rang. The only way hecould pick up the next body he
would undoubtedly recognize, and lay it open onthe table as Vera's was then.
Like Vera's death, life on the prairie can change in aninstant. Sometimes,
it is the only way to make sense of what is happening.A single moment of
violence. A bolt of lightning arced up from the ground, a strayember that took root
amongst the tufts of grass. Within minutesthe whole horizon became dazzling
bouquet of reds, yellows, and oranges. The fire burntfast and hot, the grass
whistled like a kettle as the water turned to steam fromthe heat. The suddenness
of a prairie fire is beautiful and terrifying.
This one unchained moment that seemed to destroyeverything, actually
rejuvenated the prairie. It enabled the grass to survive.The fires burnt away the
dead plants and grasses that had choked off the soil,allowing the sun to warm the
earth and water to roll down into the maze of grass roots.The burnt material was
redeposited into the soil as carbon, the building block,giving back the one
essential ingredient for all life on earth.
Two weeks after a complete burn, gentle greenshoots began to appear,
poking tiny limbs up through the black earth, fluorescent greenamidst the ash.
Within a season the prairie grass has grown back overthe ground. Almost all131
evidence of the fire has been erased. Having watched it regrow, the subtle
movements of the blades of seemed much more complicated, the beauty of the
grassland somehow deeper because you have seen it dead, then grow again. The
only way to make sense of the life of the prairie, is to see -- really see-- its death.
I have seen a photograph of Vera leaning against the door of her Fairlaine
taken the summer before her death. The image of her body pressed flat against the
door that would eventually drag her to death occupies a hazy and eerie place in my
memory. She is smiling with her hands resting on her lap, wearing a blue dress
covered with white circles. She does not know that she will be dead in two months.
My memories of Vera are a hodge-podge puzzle of recollections and
stories, rescued from places in the tellers that they had hoped they had killed off
long ago. They hadn't. Things like this always come back, even after forty years
they come back. They move slowly from the haze of the subconscious, drawn up
by a smell, a dress hanging in a department store, or the way the light hits your
face, revealing eyes, a nose, and ears that have been on someone else before.
Vera's force in death was as strong as her force in life, and the moment of
her death has become a water-shed moment in the lives of the four men with whom
this recollection is concerned. Her death did something to their insides, something
that they could neither forget nor remember fully again. The moment was buried132
deep inside the memory. It was a thought, the ragged firing of neurons deep in the
brain that brings her back decades after her death. It will continually be that thing
that haunts them forever, whether they want it to or not, and it all began with a
phone call.
The phone rang at our house late that evening. The three of us were in bed,
my father tossing and turning, as was his tendency, and my mother reading a book
out loud to me as I was huddled inside her, wrapped in a blanket of embryonic
fluid. The phone sounded muffled through the thick solution, and the voices were
soft and spoke in short rhythms.My father's voice rose, then stopped. It climbed
from a whisper to a frantic pitch, then stopped again. The pace of my mother's
heart quickened. The careful vascular rhythm drowned out the voices. The phone
fell back onto the receiver with a dull thud. Then we were moving, my mother's
body twisting sideways as she leaned across the bed, rolling me inside of her. She
said something to him in a voice that was alarmed, but controlled. My father's
face pressed against her stomach. The impression of a nose and forehead pushed
against the inside of her stomach. The sound of their voices was soft and low
could hear him breathing heavily against her body, the breaths came fast and short.
He leaned farther into her, and the impression of an eye socket appeared between
the nose and forehead. He started crying, slowly at first, then in fits that shook his133
body, the echo of the tremors vacillated her body, then mine. His face moved
against her skin, the outline of a chin emerged and I watched it move up and down
in quick jerks, as if he were chewing on something hard or sticky. Her body
shifted and I rocked back, the umbilical cord that connected us swayed so slightly
that the movement was almost imperceptible. I was part of her, as close to my
mother as I would ever be, and he had just found out that his mother was gone.
Eugene Duppong was welding support struts onto a coal car when a shout
came across the shop and his assistant put two fingers to his eyes, signaling
someone was there to see him. Eugene flipped up the face plate on his mask and
turned off the torch. The tip of the metal released steam into the night air as it
cooled. The vapor rose in thin streams, then disappeared into the hanging halogen
light.
His overalls were covered in soot, so he slapped his gloves against the legs
and clouds of black dust floated away from him. The cement was bright in the
synthetic light, the chips of quartz and sand reflected the glow from above in a
way that made it look as if the floor was shimmering. It was early evening and
most of the coal mine had been shut down for the night. The lights on the towers
were the only illumination out the open door which let in an old breeze. He
walked slowly to the office, trying to figure out how many supports he needed to134
weld onto the ten-ton car. He was trying to do mental arithmetic as he stepped
into the office, looked up slowly, and was greeted by the heavy wool uniform of a
highway patrolman.
Eugene had met Vera in a bar when she was married to William. Eugene
had just buried his second wife. She had been singing at the Bowman bar for the
evening, mostly honky-tonk tunes and old trail songs, and finished earlier than
usual. Vera went out alone most nights, William being too quiet and too busy
working to come with her. Eugene bought her a Seven-and-Seven after her set.
They were married two years later in Montana, where the law didn't require a
waiting period between marriages. The only evidence of the ceremony was an
electronic notation of the marriage, the certificate and particulars having long been
lost, destroyed, or forgotten. They had been married twenty-two years when Gene
walked into the Machine Shop office at the coal mine and heard the Highway
Patrolman say, " Gene, you better sit down."
Jerry was William and Vera's first child, my father's oldest brother, and my
uncle. Fle was living on his Dairy Farm in Minnesota when the phone rang. It was
an hour later there, and the cows had to be brought in before dawn so he had been
asleep for several hours. Before the phone rang, there was only the sound of his
wife breathing, slow and measured, the sound of air being pulled in and out, the135
rise and fall of her chest beneath the quilt. He was on his back, eyes closed, when
the phone on his bedside table rang. At first it startled him, he woke up from a
sleep so deep that at first he didn't know what the sound was. He opened his eyes
and stared at the wall opposite the bed and oriented himself, then turned on the
light and picked his glasses up off the nightstand. He reached for the phone and
stretched his back until his head was touching the wall. The phone against his ear,
he mumbled, "Hello." Eugene spoke quietly when he was upset and Jerry
struggled to hear what he was saying. He still heard his wife breathing. He had
been listening to that same, careful rhythm for fourteen years. In --then out, the air
through her nose made the sound of a honking goose. He listened carefully to the
voice on the other end of the line, stood up and wobbled a little, then ran his left
hand through his thinning hair. His face was puckered, as if he had just tasted
something very sour. The light over the milking bar illuminated the window as he
pushed back the drapes, looked over his body, and realized how pale his skin
looked in the crystallized light. He rubbed his chin with his index finger and
thumb, mumbled, "thank you," even though he didn't know why, set down the
receiver, and cried for a good while before picking up the phone and dialing
William's number.
William's second wife had died only a month before his phone rang that136
November evening. The house was dark and quiet, except for the metallic voice
of the evening news vibrating out of the television's one speaker. His feet were
propped up by a pillow, and he was drinking a can of beer, that he set next to the
lamp when he heard the phone. The phone was an old rotary, and the ringing was
the sound of a hammer on a bell. He had the phone for the rest of his life, and as I
imagined, I could clearly hear the sharp clanging of the hammer striking the bell,
filling the house with the sound of hollow metal. He walked to the kitchen and
pressed the handset between his shoulder and ear. It was unusual for anyone to
call him so late, so he answered the phone hesitantly, his normally direct voice
softer around the corners as he said, "Hello." Then after a short pause, "Jerry,
why the hell are you calling at this hour?"
He stood with his hand on his knee, letting all the weight lift off his bad
leg. The house felt empty, his second wife only recently gone, it was the first time
in his life that he lived alone, in a house filled with the memories of two families
that had slipped away. The old clock in the living room clicked off the seconds,
the sound of cracking walnuts as each moment passed. He stretched the cord to its
full length and sat in the dark kitchen, leaning forward because the cord on the
handset was two inches too short. He didn't speak, just listened, as Jerry tried to
bring himself to tell his father something he didn't think he could even admit to
himself. William rubbed his chin with a finger and a thumb and shifted anxiously137
in his chair, the vinyl of the seat creaking underneath him.
He hung up the phone without saying a word in response, sat back down in
the chair and leaned forward, trying to take the weight off his sore hips. His hand
ran over his bare scalp which was becoming softer each sunless winter day. His
face was gaunt as he turned his eyes up, and looked around the house given over
to darkness.
The night William died I received a similar phone call. The ringing phone
pushed hard up against the sounds of passing cars and police sirens that moved in
through the window of the run-down townhouse. I was lying on my back, alone in
a dark room. The electronic beeping of the phone was meant to simulate a ringer,
but sounded more like a computing cash register. I hadn't been sleeping, but had
been listening to the Doberman next door bark at an alley cat that had perched
himself in tree outside my window. I pull on the light and searched for the phone
which was ringing from somewhere under a heap of tangled bedding. The light
made the cats eyes glow an iridescent green as he watched me for a moment
before springing onto the roof of the garage. I pushed the "talk" button and the
phone beeped. The faint sound of static caine through the earpiece.
"Hello." I said in a voice that sounded just like my father's.
"Kevin." My father's voice was calm, almost musical as he says my name. It138
was a question, not a statement. I knew then that something was wrong.
Whenever he didn't want to upset me, his voice wasan octave higher. I mumbled
responses into the phone. I was listening, but had not heard a word since, "Your
grandfather is dead." I was watching the cat make hisway across the sloped roof
of the garage when he told me. I was watching the cat carefully and methodically
maneuver over the gravel coated shingles when my body went cold and my ears
started to ring. The phone call ended with the press ofa button. I turned on the
light, my eyelids pulling tight to protect myeyes . I put on a pair ofjeans and a t-
shirt, filled a bag with clothes and books. I tookmy only suit, simple black, from
the closet and draped it over my duffel bag. Itwas hard to think of what to pack. I
filled my bag with six pairs of underwear, three pairs of socks, and two t-shirts,
not even realizing it was winter. I forgot almost everything that I would need, but
I didn't realize it at the time. My shoulders were tingling andmy stomach was
beginning to feel sick. I slung the bag overmy shoulder and got in my car.
The streets were near empty as my car rolled out of the driveway. My
breathing was short and shallow so I rolled down the window. The night airwas
not cold, but not warm, and as I drove it was theonly thing I could think about to
keep from falling apart.
Twenty-six years after Vera's death, I went to Scranton, to thesame stretch139
of pavement where she was pulled to her death. I stared back over the driveway for
a long while. I tried to imagine the car rolling backward, then jumping up the curb
and spinning in unguided circles. I tried to imagine the mechanism inside the
parking brake give way, the fine metal teeth slip away one by one, the sound of
grating metal, until they disengage the hold the brakes have on the wheels. I leaned
down and touched the pavement, even though I was aware that most of the surface
that was here when she died had probably eroded away, the chips of sand, rock,
and concrete being broken by the heat and cold, then washed away with the
melting snow. The pavement was rough under my skin, and the colors in my
imagination were exaggerated Technicolor, as if she had died a lifetime before I
was born. I knew it would be impossible for me to stretch back through the time
she had been dead. the time I had been alive, and see her authentically. I drove to
the payphone outside of the co-op, called my father, and told him I was on my way
home.
Even while trying to imagine Vera's gruesome death, standing knee deep in
the springtime prairie, it was almost impossible not to notice the first gestures of
life coming back to the plains. On the prairie, the first hint of spring isn't a smell in
the air or the chirping of birds returning to roost; it is color. The gray sky of winter
melted away, slowly, then one day the sky was blue and filled with whispers of140
cirrus clouds dyed deep purple. In the dormant stalks of grass, a single yellow petal
appeared, the rich brown pistil of the slender Prairie Smoke along the fences. The
shafts of the tall grass were a burnt red, and looking out over the fields, the patches
of red looked almost like pools of dried blood. The soil was a warmer brown, the
frost underground had melted. The last stubborn patches of snow turned a muddy
cream color as they wee mixed with dirt and runoff. The river ice let go of the
water, slim trickles of clear water began moving through the ice blocks.
Then the birds came: Canadian geese headed north in literally hundreds of
out-of-step V formations. The robins and sparrow hopped along in the grass,
greedily eating worms that were moving through the recently unfrozen soil. The
black stripes on the white-breasted Kilideer seemed somehow colorful as the tiny
birds made their way along the last few patches of snow. On the booming ground
Prairie Chickens inflated their great red necks as they contested for territory and
mates. The piercing cry of a hawk could be heard, but the bird are invisible to eyes
that haven't seen full sunlight in six months, pupils pulled shut against the sun so
bright it hung like an immense explosion in the sky.
Subtle hints of life begin to emerge, but there has been life here all along.
The deep roots of the prairie grasses have been waiting patiently underground for
the first signs of spring when they can push their ruddy stalks back towards the
light. To tell a story of the prairie, you end up telling a story of life.141
Maureen Cavanaugh, the owner of the Scranton Dry Goods store, said that
Vera seemed very happy that afternoon and was singing quietly under her breath as
she moved between the aisles. The other two customers present later agreed that
she had seemed to be quietly joyful, and had no premonition as to what was going
to happen just an hour later. She purchased soap, a dish towel, and a new
gardening trowel, her other one being rusty. She had held it in her hand, adjusted
the grip several times, then pulled it through the air, as if digging a hole.
As she swung the large car into her driveway and engaged the parking
brake, pushing a size seven navy flat on the pedal, listening to the gears click over
one another like the pull of a zipper, she had no way of knowing it would be one of
the last things she ever did.
The fact that the parking brake in Vera's car could fail was no mystery to
Ford, who had quit manufacturing the parking brake cylinder two years earlier and
had issued a general recall on the part. Vera had no way of knowing that there were
thousands of mechanics and automobile salesmen throughout the country replacing
the part. As she stood at the end of that cracked, half-finished street looking up at
the clouds, the car beginning to roll towards her, she wasn't even thinking about
the car, until the corner of the door grabbed her by the waist and held her against
the frame. She probably wasn't even thinking about it as it happened, since her142
head hitting the cement probably knocked her unconscious.
That November afternoon she was not concerned with thoughts of death, or
how she would spend her final moments. These things were years in the future.
She was thinking about the night before. Eugene and she had stayed late at the bar,
drinking and singing with people they drank and sang with almost every night.
They got home late and went straight to bed. The next morning she woke up hard
at six a.m. as Eugene put on his overalls and work boots and quietly slipped out the
door to work. By the time he left she was standing in the kitchen, wearing a navy
dress with white flowers, drinking coffee and waving good-bye. It was the last time
he would see her alive.
The Saturday Vera died, Eugene starting drinking right when he got home
from work. At the funeral, three days later, he was still drunk. He had gone to the
flrneral, the wake, the reception, and the burial so intoxicated that whenever he
leaned over he had to be held up. I try to imagine him standing there, stricken and
crying, but even in my own recreation of the event, I can only see him standing in a
hospital gown, hair thin and gray, glasses that had become too big for his face. It
was my last image of the man, and it is the only thing that has lingered.
I was eight when Eugene died, peering through the half closed door of his
hospital room. The cancer had started in his esophagus, but by then, occupied143
almost every part of his body. My brother and I were placed on a bench in the
hallway just outside his room with a couple ofjuice boxes and strict orders not to
move. I could not stay sitting; whatever it was they were doing in the room was far
too interesting
The light was dying out the window to the west, bright yellow in the room,
the last hum of sunlight as it was beginning to set. The small room was crowded,
people shoulder to shoulder around most of the bed. I could see his face between
my aunt and uncles hips, his eyes closed and mouth pulled open like a hooked fish.
The burnt light made his skin look warm, as if lit by candlelight, a tiny lick of
flame still lighting the skin. Dead skin cells and bits of loose lint floated in the
corridor of light that split the partially closed shades. Leaning closer into the door
frame, the sound of hospital carts and elevators behind me, I could feel my warm
breath rising backup into my nostrils smelling of apple juice. He opened his eyes--
they were bluer then I had thought-- and looked around the room. I remember his
eyes the most; the way they looked not sad or fearful. I remember in his eyes the
look of bewilderment, as if they were saying" How is this happening to me?"
I knew Eugene had died, but my parent's didn't say anything until the drive
home. My father spoke in cryptic half-sentences before finally blurting out" You
aren't going to see Grandpa Gene anymore." I knew what he meant. I was silent for
a moment, then for some reason starting laughing before I said that I didn't care.144
Nothing could have been further from the truth, but even at eight years old, I had
felt the need not to appear weak. My father slowed the car, looked back at me, and
said "Don't take it too lightly." I wasn't, but couldn't say anything back to him.
We drove the rest of the way home in silence. I shook from the inside, so violently
I was almost sick. I understood what it meant to be dead, but for some reason I had
felt the need to be tough for my father. Show no emotion. I was sorry for what I
had said, but still the image of Eugene in his bed gown, eyes open wide has stuck
in my head for almost two decades, frequently revisiting me anytime I am near a
hospital.
So, trying to imagine the day they laid Vera into the ground. I always see
Eugene emaciated and pale, hair fine as cat whiskers, standing next to the open
hole in a white and blue hospital gown. staring down at the coffin with that same
look of confusion and bewilderment.
I try to imagine my father there, and even though I have seen hundreds of
pictures of him at that time, I always see him as he looked at fifty-five, only
shorter, as if that is how my memory relates age-- by height.
The Monday after Vera died, my father went to work, for reason he has
never been able to fully articulate. Even as I asked him the question over a quarter
of a century later, his answer was still filled with genuine perplexity. He did
remember that he didn't want to go home. Once he set foot back in the house145
without her there, it would he real, she would be gone and all his memories of that
house, that place, and their lives would be tainted forever with one final image of
tragic death.
That Monday after work, they drove, we drove the eighty miles from Elgin
to Scranton, my mother sitting on a pillow to support her back, the weight of her
pregnancy made it uncomfortable to sit upright. My father was trying to appear as
cheerful as possible so as not to upset her, or subsequently, me. By the time we
arrived in Scranton it was dark, the sky half covered in clouds, half lit up by the
glow of the moonlight off the grain silos. He felt the world pressing down on him,
strong hands forcing the wind out of his lungs, but he did not struggle against it.
His mother was gone, but he could not believe it. He knew he was not old enough
to have a dead mother. She could not die before his first child was born. His
mother was not dead, so he would not struggle against the ringing in his ear. There
was no point. He would sit still and wait for it to pass, wait for her to stop
pretending to be dead. He looked at my mother's bulging midsection, imagined me
inside her, and tried to picture his mother's face as he handed her his first born
child.
Vera picked out my name, a Welsh name, even though we weren't Welsh.
But, she had given my father a Welsh name also, and thought the names sounded
good together. My father said she used to say my name out loud, slowly, making146
sure to enunciate every letter. She would bite her bottom lip when she got to the
"v", the same way I do. She would walk around the house saying the name of a
child she would never hold, but imagined she would. The thought of her sweet
Tuddy having a baby used to make her smile without her even realizing it. She
gave my mother a baby-blue jumper, soft cotton with white feet. I was born a
month and a half premature, so the jumper didn't fit until I was several months old.
Even in her imaginings of me, she didn't have it quite right.
My birth helped my father fashion some kind of sense out of the events
surrounding his mother's death. Every time he describes my birth to me he uses the
old cliché, "Every time God closes a door, he opens a window."
I was born in the middle of a November blizzard. My father drove our old
Mustang one hundred miles through snow drifts and white-out conditions to the
nearest hospital. The whole drive he sang to my mother, trying to relax her. She
was cold, so he turned the heat up so high he that was soaked through with sweat
by the time they reached the emergency room. When the doctor told him there had
been some complications with my birth, he picked the man up by the neck and told
him to "go fix him." He has often told me, that my birth held together his mother's
death, and the rest of his life.
Vera's funeral was held in the small Lutheran church, cleverly named147
Martin Luther church, which sat on the edge of town. The relatives were seated in
a separate part of the church, in their own wing, although the section was no bigger
than a one-car garage. The sat just over the kitchen where food was being prepared
for the reception that would follow immediately after the ceremony. The smell of
chicken and ham rose through the registers, filling that part of the church with the
scent of potatoes and honey-baked pork.
The wind that pushed out of the west that day drove its head through the
grass at forty-five miles an hour, but it was not cold. It was a northern plains wind,
the kind that when you stand in it all you can hear is the whistling as it swirls
around in your ears. It creates a hum that is like silence it is so overwhelming, a
deep purr that seems to vibrate to the center of the body.
Two months after William died I asked my father why there were no
pictures of Vera in William's house, beside those that had been tossed into the
back of a closet and forgotten. We were bringing in garbage cans.
"Because he hated her," he didn't even break stride.
"Why?" I was genuinely confused.
He stopped and looked at me with his calm eyes and said, "Because he
should have."
I have never called Vera my grandmother, except to note our relationship.
She was always Vera, simple and impersonal. After William's death I began to148
imagine her in a way I never had before. For my mental illness she had simply
been the root cause, and nothing more. But at that moment, my father pulling the
garbage cans ahead of me, I began to imagine Vera and William together.
William hated Vera because she left and didn't come back. I left William,
and didn't come back in time. We were both exiled by time, circumstance, and
personal disposition. I had begun to see my reflection in Vera. I had begun to
wonder if William had known the truth. If he could have known what was inside of
me, would he have hated me too?
The day after the funeral everyone left Scranton. Jerry was milking cows
twice a day, my father had to return to work, and Eugene was packed into a car and
taken to the Heartview Rehabilitation Clinic for his chronic alcoholism that had
reached a head in the three-and-a-half day bender that followed Vera's death. The
house was left empty. No one could bring themselves to return to Scranton for six
months.
For those six months Eugene was treated at Heartview, which was a cross
between a cheap hotel and a hospital. What bothered Eugene most was that they
took his shoes and replaced them with slippers so he couldn't run off. For a man
used to wearing steel toed work boots, the disgrace of wearing slippers was almost
too much to bear. After being released, Eugene set out on a multi-state quest to149
repair a family that had hidden itself in the silence and horror surrounding his
wife's. A family that was beginning to pull itself apart at the seams.
Two years after Vera's death, William met my father for a beer at what was
once the Lutz bar, but then was simply the Reeder bar. They sat in the small, wood
paneled room, sipping cheap beer, both staring at the mirror that had been installed
behind the bottles of liquor. William would only talk of Vera, taking long pauses
and hard pulls on his glass of beer. He couldn't stop loving her, but he couldn't
stop hating her for leaving him, for tearing their family apart. They talked for over
an hour, William's eyes got heavier as the night wore on. Throughout the whole
conversation they looked at each other through the mirror, gesturing and talking to
each other's reflections, instead of turning face to face.
For the first decade after his mother's death, my father was plagued by
nightmares. He would wake up in the middle of the night sweaty and screaming.
He had the recurring dream of being run over by a train, his eyes caught in the
huge halogen bulb sitting on the front, he would gather the bedding around him
and run out of the house, screaming into the night. To this day he doesn't sleep for
longer than two hours at a time, being jarred from his sleep by the fear of whatever
lingers just beyond the edges of his consciousness.
Jerry went back to his dairy farm in Minnesota. In the twenty-six years
since the death of their mother, Keith and Jerry have never talked about her dying.150
They haven't even mentioned it to each other. They shared a profoundly tragic
event, but as yet, have not addressed it. In explanation, my father simply said,"
What's talking to Jerry going to do. She is dead. Talking about it isn't going to
change anything" There was so much in his denial, so much emotion in his voice,
that there was almost no need to talk about the details. Almost three decades later,
it is still heart breaking to hear his normally strong voice waverover her name.
If you pull the dead back into the light, you have to see them-- really see
them, or the thought of them will haunt you forever. I havea feeling that is how
Vera will be for me. I catch only glimpses of her Polk-a-dot dress rufflingas she
spins her way through the living room. For me, she has always beena ghost, and I
don't think anything will ever change that. She is a mysterious part ofme, for
better or worse.
Ford Motor Company settled with Eugene for ten thousand dollars. They
never admitted any culpability in the matter. The fact that they arrived at the sum
of ten thousand dollars as fair compensation for the life a of wife, mother, and
grandmother should infuriate me, but it doesn't. That is nota statement of the
inevitability of death and the futility of human struggles, but rather,a calm wind
that blows over me from the West, the first strong breeze of spring with the smell
blooming flowers and warm soil. You only see the life of the prairie by seeing the
death of the prairie. Vera didn't stop moving when she was dragged to death by her151
car, she just started moving a little slower. She is now the glacier that ground itself
across the prairie, instead of the summer thunderstorm that pummels the earth in a
swift, almost musical motion. She moved on subtly, putting pieces of herself in
those around her, little bits of chemistry and memory they didn't even know were
there, until one night they woke up sweating in the dark, heart pounding; the
sound of her voice rustling through their minds.